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fo.ctord

As America enters the eighties, our nation faces a world
greatly changed from tha,of even a decade ago. Vast
forces are in action at home and abroad that promise to
change the lives of all Americans. Some of these forces
such as revolutionary developments in science and teen-
nalogyhold out hope for longer life, labor-saving mech-
anisms, expjoration of the universe, and other benefits for
all peoples Oth4r t orcessuch as the growing demapd for
strattgic raw materials under the control. of iipplier
cartelsraise serious problems for all nations. At home,
we face serious and unresolved issues, in the social and
economic structure of American society.

On October 24, 1979, President Jimmy Carter
established the President's Commission for a National
Agenda for the Eighties. His purpose was to provide the

resident-electland the new Congress with the views of 45
A erions drawn from diverse backgrounds outside of
gosrnment. The group is bipartisan, representing business
and \labor, science and the humanities, arts and com-
munication. Members of the Commission are experts in
many fields, but possess no special expertise in predicting
the future. Rather, we have done our best to uncover the
dynamics of American society and world affairs that we
believe will determine events in the eighties. This report o
the Commission, A National Agenda for the Eighties, sets
forth our views. \

The analytical \ work of the Commission was ac-
complished by 9 Panels, each consisting of 5 to I I Com-
missioners with appropriate staff. The Panels probed into
major subject areas designated by the President in the Ex-
ecutive Order that created the Commission, dS well as
other areas that the Commission itself determined should
be on the agenda. This approach gave Panel members an
opportunity to gain considerable familiarity with complex
subject matters, and provided the lull Commission with a
wide range of information not otherwise attainable in the
II months available for this studs
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The Panels are responsible for their own reports, and
the views contained in any Panel report do not necessarily
reflect the views of any branch of government or of the
Commission as a whole.
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Chairman
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Preface

The United States has become a predominantly urban na-
tion during this century. However, only very gradually
have we come to understand that this description indicates
less about where people live than about the circumstances
that define peoples' lives. During the second half of the
20th century, our nation commenced vigorous efforts to
understand and respond to changes in and around our na-
tion's settlements'-changes that were already well ad-
vamed during the first half of the century. Such are the
lags that occur between our experiencing change and our
recognizing and responding to it.

Changing conditions and circumstances that
Americans have come to define as "urban problems." like
the policies and programs proposed through the years to
deal with them, are all derivative from basic forces
operating in our society and the world. The metaphors that
we employ to describe these conditions (city "decline,"
"death," or "urban sprawl") do much t _ influence how
and whether urban policy issues are debated. It was against
this background that the Panel on Policies and Prospects
for Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan AmeirtIcia in the
Eighties undertoOk the preparation Of this rep .

Our Panel included Mr. Robert S. Benson, Rxesident
of Children's World, Inc.; Professor Pastora San Juan
Cafferty, School of Social Service Administration, Uni-
versity of Chicago; Ms. Ruth J. Hinerfeld, President of the
League of Women Voters; and Mr. Frank Pace, Jr., Presi-
dent and Chief Executive Officer of the International
Executive Service Corp,' As Panel Chair, I welcomed the
diversity of talents, interests, and backgrounds brought by
the Panel members to the task.

Our goal has been to prepare a .document that views
the changes shaping urban America in the broadest possi-
ble context. We have attempted to prepare a report that
will stimulate debate, encourage the reconceptualization of
problems, distinguish long-term policy strategies from
short-term'transitional initiatives, and sketch the broader
outlines of an appropriate federal urban policy role for he
decade ahead. rn order to focus attention sharply on the

G
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major dynamic forces shaping. urban America, we have
restricted our comments to issues of urban growth and
development. Such policy areas as housing, transporta-
tion, poverty, employment, or environmental protection,
while all Highly important topics worth) of careful study,
have of trecessity been secondary to our more central
f ..us.

With limited time wici resources available, we thought
it west to attempt to examine the background forces that
provide the context within which substantive policy issues
must be defined and debated. Further, we have not sought
to delineate a separate rural agenda since one of our major
premises is that they distinctions between urban and
ruralas well as intrametropolitan and interregional are
being blupfed by processes of social and economic trans-
formation taking place across our nation.

Throughout the past year, our Panel placed a greater
premium on probing traditional assumptions and con-
fronting conventional wisdom than on striving for consm-
sus and unanimity. Accordingly, not all the recommenda-
tio .3 a Id interpretations across the several issue areas are
supported by all of the Panel members. But again, ow !Nur-
pose is to stimulate discussion and debate, not foreclose it.

Throughout the year, we benefited from the coopera-
tion of and contributions from sources too numerous to list
here. The Panel solicited and received information and
opinion from a wide variety of local, county, state, and
federal governmental officials, academics, researchers, in-
terest groups and professional organization membership,
and public hearings throughout the nation. We established
a State and Local Advisory Board composed of representa-
tives of the National Association of Counties, the National
Conference of State Legislatures, the National Governors'
Association, the Council of State Governments, the Inter-
national City Management Association, the National
League of Cities, and the United States Conference of
Mayors. During the year, we circulated drafts and sched-
uled meetings in to have the benefit of their counsel
on difficult issu s.

The,Panel wishes to extend its special appreciation to
the Assembly of Behavioral and Social Sciences of the Na-
tional Academy ofSciences for cosponsoring a 2-day sym-
posium at which the Panel and staff sought and received
the counsel of many of the nation's foremost students of
urban problems and policies. Additionally, the Panel
wishes to express its gratitude to numerous fellow Com-
missioners who, although not members of this Panel, con-
tributed to its deliberations throughout the year. To the
several scholars and researchers who were commissioned
to prepare background papers or who contributed papers
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for our consideration, we also owe a debt of gratitude. The
able direction of Claude E. Barfield and Richard A-
Wegman, Staff Directors, and the helpful insights of Ray-
mond F. Reis ler, Senior Professional Staff, and the efforts
of Lewis D. Gitlin, Research Assistant, and Judith Ross
Ferguson, editor, as well as those contributions from
other Panel staff members and the administrative support
staff, are gratefully acknowledged. Finally, we wish to ex-
tend our sincere appreciation to Donald A. Hicks, Senior
Professional Staff, who wrote the Panel report and v ho to-
gether with Diane Knight, Professional Staff, was respon-
sible for the day-to-day conduct of the Panel's activities.
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Chailes E. Bishop
Panel Chairperson

Houston, Texas
December 31, 1980
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PerspeAdive ON

Urban America
FOR THE EIGHTIES

. ,
The social and economic forces that shape and
sustain our ration's communities, and the cir-
cumstances that define life in them, are potent
and enduring. These myriad forces operate in

concert with the flow of population, whose rate of growth,
r iiposition, and patterns of redistribution influence the
form and function of an array of societal institutions,
including family, school, government, business, and the
Lit} all of which represent continuing efforts to manage,
if not to solve, perennial problems. Although these forces
and the Institutional traces left in their wakes hold their
own fascination, the city and the urban cultures that define
its changing form and function are the focus of this report,
prepared by the Panel on Policies and Prospects for Metro-
politan and Nonmetropolitan America, of the President's
Commission for a National Agenda for the Eighties.

A major societal transformation, particularly evident since The
World War 11, has been unfolding in this nation, causing Emergence of
urban and ru 71 America to experience change at un- Postindustrial
precklented sates. The populations of central cities in the Urban
larger and older metropolitan areas have been shrinking America
rapiely, while other communities have been experiencing
rapid and unplanned growth. Retarded growth rate;, and
even actual declines, have been witnessed within older cen-
tral cities, suburbs, metropolitan areas, and entire
multistate regions, accompanied by a revival of growth in
traditionally lagging Igions, small towns, and rural areas
far removed fro. n metropolitan areas. IndeQd, the major
theme that serves as the backdrop for this report is the
deconcetration trends unfolding at several spatial scales
jobs, people, capital, income, and the culture of day-based
life have dispersed within and beyond cities, metropclitan
areas, and multistate regions.

Because the changes are proceeding at a Pace that
makes adjusteent often difficult and painful, these redis-
tributions can easily b viewed as the causes of myriad
forms of economic, fiscal, and social distress affecting

1
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incusiduals and their institutions wherever they are
located. However, the Panel beliesec that such a view is
shortsighted and potentially misThding. These trends are
more accurately dewed as the consequences of a powerful
transtormation that is gradually u<hering this nation trout
the mdustrial era into the postindustrial era, which.

. can he outline. .! schematically along fite
dimensions: the creation of a service economy; the
preeminence of the professionai and technical
class; the Lentralit. of theoretical knowledge as
the sourLe ot innovation and policy tormulation
in .society, the possibility of self-sustaining
technological growth and transformation; and the
emergence of a new intellectual technology
(centering] on information and information
processing, leading toThe growth of a quaternary
[administration anW control by information ex-
change] sector in the economy.'

he passage into postindtNrial society is marked by
concern for the inability oftfliincrea,ing number of com-
munities to comneuNite from within for their losses
throt4,:. outmigration Ott- capital, manu,facturing jobs, en-
tire indu5tries, and even the capacity for innovationatself
that enabled cities to regenerate continuously throughout
the industrial era' The changes within urban economies
w here' ,ers ices once considered secondary to and depen-
deut aanufacturing now constitute the backbone and
chief export product of many urban and regional econo-
mieshas, Len acLompanied by a wide range of second-
ary changes (such as the blurred distinction between
business and government domains) that ripple through and
affect all aspects of urban America

The city is such a dominant lot e in urban society that
envisioning its future role without being influenced by its
historical role 1, Jifficult. The city is perceived as some-
thing that should he target!, permanent and unchanging,
reflecting continuity and stability, promising to be a lasting
monument to society's achievements and failures, and
serving as a testimony to the success with which people
have hammered out relations among themselves.

What can too easily be lost sight of is the fact that
cities are the result of a continual series of adjus,tments.
They are the surest barometer of change in a society as
population adjusts to a changing econottnic base, as the
built ens ironment adjusts to the natural Znironment, as
industry adjusts to technological capacity, and as social
expectations adiu to economic realities. Cities are the
social and physical evidence of past collective choices; they
reflect accommodations to the constraints posed by
physical cpace and time they represent social compacts

I
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: among social groups and across generations. They shoulti be
allowed to change in step'wth widespread changes in the
larger society. This report seeks to underscore the long-
term Inevitability and desirability of this transformation,
whose effects are so cl arly evident in settlements across
the nation.

Generally, this transformation has become Inown by
Its current cons
tunines and ad
dence, unemplo
and deterioration of physical plants and public service
infrastructures within hudieds of communities throu
out the nation translate into distress and despair for m y
who find theniselves "left behind" in cities. Undeiritand-
ably, there is little patience for abstractly accept' g these
instances of individtftl 'and institutional stress as
unavoidable acctmpaniments of large -scat transforma-

'"""tion. Throughout the report, however, OF' Panel has
sought to undersiaind these conditions in thecpntext oftur
passage into a postindustrial era and to consider 1..0v that
passage may be made with a minimal amount of diless.

(1

. .i

The circumstances facing the nation's settlements can be
viewed as the consequence of not only the long-term his-
torical transformation, but also the declining performance
of a traditionally strong U.S. economy in markets at hdme
and abroad. By all conventional measures, the t.J.s.
economy is in trouble; it too is transforming. Rates of
economic growth are distressingly low, inflation and'

and the impact a restructuring iternational mai',et-n
unemployment are stubbornly high and intractable,

place is wrenching. v. .

,The weakened functioning of the national economy
aggravates, where it does not create, local individual and
institutional distress. In earlier decades, gains for certain
cities, regions, aid social groups living within them did not

'typically imply losses to other places or groups. Today, the
absence of strong and steady economic growth in the larger
economy accentuates the results of the current redistribu-
tions, designating places and people liv ing in them as either
"winners" or "losers."

Urban revitalization is therefore critically dependent
on economic revitalization. The heaith of the nation's
communities cannot he isolated from the vitality of the
larger economy. However, national economic policies that
seek to increase productivity, to expand markets, to create
jobs, and to nurture new industries also have tLe potential
for conflict with urban revitalization efforts. Policies
aimeNu increasing the productivity and competitive posi-
tion of industry (such as business tax cuts and accelerated

quences rawer than by its potential oppor-
antages. The concentrated poverty, depen-

fiscal imbalances, tax-base erosion,

Urban
Revitalization
and National

' Economic
Revitalization

(
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depreciation allowances) may well lead to the outmigration
of firms or to their secondary expansionaway nom dis-
tressed locations, where the costs of doing business are
prohibitively high. ConverSely, vigorous pursuit of a na-
tional urban policywith its current emphasis on restoring

-economic vitality to distressed localities and regionsmay
undermine a more general effort to revitalize the national
economy = with its relative deemphasis on what happens in
specific places.

Can the go f urban revitalization be made conso-
nant with the g of economic revitalization? Is it possi-
ble to pursue a concern for the fortunes of specific places,
while at the sa e time -showinrconcern for overall na-
tional economic erformance? The Panel believes that this
is possible, prov ded that the nation first reconsiders tat
is meant by "u ban revitalization." If it is defined as the
attempt to rest re our older industrial cities and region to
the influential Positions that they have held throughout the
industrial -n-a, urban revitalization shall surely fail, dimin-
ishing our prospects for a revitalized national economy. If,
however, the nation is successful in striving to assist all
urban centers to assume newer, more specialized social and
economic roles, then our prospects for reconciling urban
revitalization with national economic revitalization are
encouraging.

To begin, certain understandings should be reached. An
increasingly productive economy should be recognized as
necessitating'simultaneous painful growth and shrinkage,
disinvestment and reinvestm_nt, in communities through-
out the nation. The redistributions resulting from the
larger transformation of the economy and society will, of
necessity, disadvantage certain places while they advantage
others. The nation's settlements will have to undergo these
adjustments, and their "health" will often have to be ap-
preciated at new levels of population an .mployment.

The nation can no longer assume that cities will pel-
form the full range of their traditional functions for the
larger society They arc no longer the most desirable set-
tings f,,r living, working, or producing They should be
allowed to tran,fortivnto more specialize service and
consumption centers within larger urban econv,ic systems.
The Panel believes that this nation should reconcile itself
to these redistribution patterns and should seek to discover
in them opportunities to ,L) new things well and old things
better

In contemporary urban America, both people aneplaces Urban Policy
,utter 4, plate, transform in step with a changing econ- Themes for
orm Ilov,eet, the primary responsibility of the federal the Eighties
government is to assist people, and to do so as directly a, 4



possible. The nation should be skeptical of narrowly de-
fined, local economic development efforts, which have
been associated with the promise of restoring vitality to a
wide variety of local communities as if each were a self-
contained entity. Aiding places and local governments
directty for the purpose of aiding people indirectly is a
policy emphasis that should be reexamined at a time when
successes are o few and public resources are so meager.
The causal logic is intriguing, and indeed examples of suc-
cess cannot be ignored. However, given the diversity of
local circumstances, the exportability of policy approaches
from one setting to another is highly questionable.

The Panel strongly agrees that localities should strive
to maintain a strong and diversified economic base, as well
as the institutions of local governance that enable them to
meet their assigned responsibilities. As national treasures,
cities have the right to expect certain kinds of assistance
from higher le Is of government. However, the Panel sug-
gests that t principal role of the federal government
should be t assist communities in adjusting to redistribu-
tional trends, rather than to attempt to reserst. them.
Ultimately, the federal gosernment's concern for national
economic vitality should take precedence over the compe-
tition for advantage among communities and regions.

Further, the fortunes of numerous poor and unskilled
urban residents Of cities are often largely unaffected by
even healthy expaition stein local economies. Therefore,
greater direct assistance should be provided for these
ca4ialties of urban tr., .formation. This assistance should
focus on improving the access of people to economic
opportunity, which can be achieved in several ways: by
upgrading the unskilled through manpower development
efforts so that existing weal job opportunities can be ex-
ploited, by removing barriers to mobility that prevent
people from migrating to Ic^ations of economic oppor-
tunity, and by providing migration assistance to those who
wish and need it. People-to-jobs strategies, whether by

'retraining or relocation or both, should receive the same
degree of emphasis that is m.w reserved for jobs-to-people
strategies

After two decades of federal policies with explicit urban A Federal
Objectives, it is an appropriate time to reassess contem- Response to
porary policy aims in light of our current understanding of Urban
the nation's urban problems. New perspectives on what is Transfor-
happening to the nation's urban and rival communities, oration: New
and why, will likely he more important than the creation of Perspectives
new policy tools de-,ivted expressly to accomplish more
effectively policy aims that may no longer he appropriate.
Are the circumstances defined as "problems" really prob-



lems? Do the transformations that create real problems
require a policy arsenal arrayed against them? As the
decade begins, discovering the difference between what
should of should not be undertaken, what can and cannot
b: accomplished, by the federal government should receive
careful consideration.

A federal policy approach to urban and rural America
should reflect an appreciation of the abilities and limita-
tions of public policy in a complex and changing world. A
uniform anu centrally administered urban policy cannot
prevent or eliminate changing circumstances and resultant
distress experienced by cities. Instead, a locality's ability to
cope successfully with changes that it 'cannot control
depends on its flexibility. Clear thinking about what the
federal government should refrain from doing in urban
policy is as critical as what it should begin or continue
doing.

Thi' Panel report does not seek to offer a single,
coherent, and unified polic package for ameliorating the
afflictions suffered by people and places in urban and rural
America. To attempt to do so would be to blind ourselves
to the more important lessons that experiences of the past
two decades can bequeath to the decade ahead. A unified
and coherent national urban gplicy d6igned to solve the
problems of the nation's communities and those who live
in them is not possible. Because a national urban policy is
expected to be responsive to diverse cities, counties, metro-
politan and nonmetropolitan areas, states, regions, and tk
people who live in all-communities across the nation, it is
hobbled from the start. No comprehensive national urban
policy can be the tool to resolve all the conflicts among
these entities. Ironically, a national urban policy is likely to
generate as much conflict as it Jiminates, simply because it
is a political document that must be all things to all people
and all places.

What this report does offer is a perspective from
which the problems and prospects for urban and rural
America in the coming decade may be viewed. The ongo-
ing transformation of the nation's cities is examined in
Chapter 2. Emphasis is given to the fact that the crises
experienced by cities, although undesirable, are a normal
concomitant of the functions that they perform for the
larger society, rather than evidence of their decline and
imminent "death." Cities are shov.n to be evolving in step
with the larger society and economy. Thus, the kind and
severity of distress that cities experience is dictated largely
by their social i-hd technological "age." This chapter
discusses how the city, as it transforms, has gradually lost
much of its capacity to perform certain historical func-
tions, including the assimilation of immigrants and the
provision of employment for unskilled residents. The

1 4.



emergence of an urban underclass, whose plight demands
the best efforts of the public and private sectors, is viewed
not as a symptom of urban decline-but as a side effect of
urban transformation.

The logic, dynamics, and consequences of economic
and demographic deconcentration at several spatial scales
cities, suburbs, nonmetropolitan areas, multistate regions
is the major theme of Chapter 3. Whether or not regional
convergence will be achieved is addressed, and the myth of
"regentrificanon" and "rebirth" of cities is debated.
Finally, the wisdom of rebuilding the nation's cities from
historical social and economic blueprints is reassessed.

The economic consequences of industrial disinvest,
ment for specific localities and the resulting fiscal conse-
quences for local governments are addressed in Chapter 4.
With regard to economic distress, the importance of the
local noneconomic business climate for retaining and ex-
panding economic enterprise and the limited efficacy of
local economic development efforts to forestall or to com-
pensate for disinvestment are discussed. The -ciatute of
local fiscal distress is examined, and the pro'spects for
balancing local responsibilities with local resources by
adjusting municipal service packages is addressed. Finally,
the roles of state governments and the federal government
and an expanded role for the private sectorespecially for
fiscal distress due to rapid growthare considered.

In Chapter 5, the distress experienced by people, as
opposed to places and their local governments, is ex-
amined. Social distress accompanies our nation's trans-
for ation to a .service-dominated economy, because
e loyment proppects for unskilled workers are progres-
sively diminish and because existing job opportunities
have migrated away from central cities and older regions.
Although linking people to economic opportunity can be
accomplished in many different stays, the chapter stresses
the importance of assisting people to take advantage of
opportunities, wherever they may exist. People-to-jobs
approaches, involving both relocation through assisted
migration efforts for those who wish to participate and
training for the unskilled and retraining for the displaced
worker, are emphasized. A case is made for reducing the
jobs-to-people emphasis at the center of current local eco-
nomic development strategies and in the existing national
urban policy and for tailoring job creation efforts to those
locations where they are most likely to succeed.

Although the federal-local relationship is a legitimate
focus in urban policy and should be preserved in the com-
ing decade. Chapter 6 considers ways in which states can
become more involved in the intergovernmental partner-
ships required to meet urban policy objectives. The in-
creasing sophistication and sensitivity of state governments



to their roles in national issues recommend them as impor-
tant policy partners for the future.

Contemporary federal urban policy and its orienta-
tions and capabilities are explored in Chapter 7. Relative
policy emphases and the tools available to implement them
are evaluated in light of the larger trends discussed above.
In addition, the urban impacts of nonurban federal poli-
cies are considered. These analyses lead to a reassessment
of the purpose and substance of the national urban policy,
and suggestions are offered to aid in the differentiation
between needed transitional anti long-term policy actions
and goals

Chapter 8 examines what interim steps can be taken
whije a long-term federal urban policy approach is devel-
oped. Because fundamental problems with the operation
of the federal system in all policy meas. also have conse-
quences for urban policy areas, decongesting the over-
loaded intergovernmental system is discussed as a method
of regaining control over the manner in which levels of
government int-rrelate within our federal system. Achiev-
ing greater coordination among current federal community
and economic development efforts is also considcreer as a
means of recognizing, if not rectifying, policy gaps, over-
laps, and inconsistencies. Finally, the merits of considering
the reassignment of traditional governmental functions
among levels of government and between government and
the private sector are considered.

In the final chapter, the new perspectiv)t on urban
America presented thfoughout this report are developed
into an agerida Of key urban policy issues that should be
debated by the nation during the 1980s. The utility of a
national urban policy and a redefinition of the prover
federal role in the urban policy arena are discussed. How
state and local governmental roles articulat. with a newly
defined federal tole likewise is addressed. Finally, federal
commitment to a locationally sensitive urban policy is
weighed against the pressing need for revamped federal
economic and social policies.

This report is-a statement of emphases rather than ex-
plicit choices. It asserts that the potential conflicts btakween
urban revitalization and economic revitalization can be re-
solved, provided that new finitions of the "problems,"
the "solutions," and th ern .ria for "success" are
adopted. It acknowled that local communities have
been and will continue to be buffeted by developments that
are less and less within their power to control. Accord-
ingly, it seek, to sketch a more appropriate urban policy
role for the federal government in the decade ahead.

The Panel hopes to confront the reader with the
necessity of understanding contemporary urban and rural
problems in the broader context of the emergence of a 8
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postindustrial society and economy, and of making federal
policy efforts consonant with long-term developments
rather than hypersensitive to immediate conditions and
political pressures. However, a national policy role of
acts ;e anticipation and adjustment should not be confused
with passive acceptance of or resignation to an inescapable
'future. It is, rather, a call for policy interventions that are
consistent with and complementary to large-scale eco-
nomic and social transformations so that precious public
and private resources are used where they have some
chance of realizing lasting success. Ameliorating the
Impacts on people and places of the passage into a post-
industrial America is a fitting apd proper role for the
federal government to assume in the decade ahead.

Federal urban policy has shown a curious evolution in
the past, 50 years. In responding to the Depression, early

efforts directed toward cities were consistent with
then current eionomic and demographic trendsthe in-
migration of Aople to economic opportunity M the city.
However, as the industrial era in America began to wane
and as jobs and people began to migrate out of the ci
federal urban policy failed to keep pace with these tren
Consequently, as the 1980s,begin, the nation finds itse f
reintorcing an outdated policy perspective. In the past two
decades, federal policies have sought to preserve the func-
tions inherited aid the scale achieved by cities, rather than
to ass,st them in adjusting to an emerging postindustrial
era. Nov, is the time to begin a reassessment of what
should be the proper federal role in urban policy for the
decade ahead. Through this report, the Panel seeks tc, con-
tribute to that effort,
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Transition

if e did not. for the most port, build great cities in
this country; manufacturing firms agglomerated
in tight industrial complexes and formed labor
pools of -half a million workers.. That is not the
same thing as building great cities. We sort of
woke up one day and there was Cleveland. There
was Detroit, with four [and] a half million people,
the biggest factory town on earth Our great
industrial transformation has left us with a large
number of overgrown "cdies''a ramification we
have tnt faced up to

his nation has never fully come to grips with the
social and economic importance of its central
cities. They have seldom been fully appreciated
as the wellspring of our power and wealth sihce

the Industrial Revolution. Central cities have seldom been
recognized as generating health and welfare for genera-
tions of residents and wave atter wave of immigrants. Cen-
tral cities have seldom been noted as the crossroads tor
new ideas, the residence of specialists, the incubators for
new economic activities, the distributors of opportunity,
and the homes of millions of families. Instead, out culture
has often viewed central cities and life in them as some-
thing to be suffered and endured, but certainly not fitting
subieus of national adoration, as is the case for certain
older European cities. As urban America has displaced
rural America, the most common cultural response has
been a recitation of w hat has been lost, rather than what
has been gained.

Likewise, this nation has never acknooledged the prin-
cipal characteristics of cities that make them such valuable
assetstheir status as both cause and consequence of
change, and their ability to mirror and magnify both prom-
ises and problems of the larger society. Their continued
streagth is always tied to their ability to accept and
accommodate change within their physical forms and civic
functions. A nation tha* cannot appreciate why cities are ii
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here, what they do, and that they must change in order to
survive and to remain valuable is a nation that may well
misperceive the changes that cities face in the future.

America's cities, and particularly those that experi-
enced rapid growth during the 19th century, are frgs
conscious creations than accumulationsthe products of
ongoing change. As the locus of the crises and tensions
associated with the larger forces shaping society, they have
and will continue to transform. Change is seldom a fluid
and unenctimbered process, arici the transformation of
America's cities is conditioned by two factors: their cur,
rent lifestage and their historical legacy of functions. The
result of transformation is a changing role for central
citiesfrom centers of manufacturing to centers of service
production and consumption. Finally, a major conse-
quence of their changing role is the creation of an urban
under:lass of the poor and the dependent

The city, by its very nature, is the locus of crisis for a Crisis in the
society: City

In the Western World, the city has been almost
continually in crisis . . The recurring crises are
symptomatic of the profound revolution in m_so's
way of living that has been in the making for a
number of centuries . . . In the nature of things,
cities stand at the vortices of the currents and
crosscurrents of broad-scale changes that alter and
reconstitute societies. It is to be expected, there-
fore, that the intermittent eruptions incidental to
use uneven course of change should exert their
most violent effects at these centers.'

Crisis in cities should not be considered unusual. Cities
f unction to loke problems. However, a city is a problem-
generating as well as a problem-solving institution. Its
concentrated and complex social and economic arrange-
ments often result in problems of insufficient or inade-
quate housing, crime, congestion, pollution, and so forth.
In addition, what constitutes a remedy for one person or
group may well constitute a problem for others.

Despite the long list of problems identified with the
city, its culture has generated more health, wealth, and
welfare for its residents than nunurban arrangements. Yet,
the shortcomings of a society, as well as its achievements,
are nowhere more apparent than they are in its cities. The
city provides an opportunity not only to observe existing
inequalities, but also to ignore them. Where observed, ur-
ban culture provides both the logic explaining their existence 12
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and the critical mass of sentiment that can lead to reducing
them

"Cities, like people, pass through life-cycles during which
their values and functions change."' The dynamic under-
lying this developmental process is biological only by
analogy, however. The sequence of stages .through which
cities pass as they "age" may be defined by their changing
functions and capacities to produce and to distribute goods
and services; passage through these stages is better tracked
on a technological than on a calendrical timeline.

Cities may be usefully categorized by age or lifestage,
demarcated by the dates at which they reached critical
population thresholds. For example, New York City
reached the population threshold of 3'50,000 just before
1840; Philadelphia just before 1860; Washington, D.C.,
jusl before 1920; and Dallas in the early 1940s. Such life-
stage distinctions sensitize us tolthe fact that American-
cities have emerged and matured duringAifferent historical
eras. The social-and economic functions at cities perform
for their citizens, their regions, and the nation vary,
depending where on the technological timeline a city's
birth and growth are tied to. In North America, the more
recently a city has experienced the bulk of its growth, the
lower Its overall density is likely to be. This situation
occurs largely because most 20th-century technological
progress has loosened the ties of people and activities to a
common location or to one another.

Mature cities serve as artifacts that illustrate physically
the evolution of society's technological capabilities. For
example, the older cities in the Northeast and upper Mid-
west (hereafter referred to as the Industrial Heartland)
have a spatial arrangement that reflects reaching maturity
during an essentially industrial era. Factories, retail and
service centers, housing, streets, and public service in-
frastructures (the resources to provide and to administer
services) were combined in compact and concentrated
arrangements to accommodate the requirements of the
prevailing modes of production technology and the state of
the art in transportition and communication. Industrial
cities such as Boston, Cleveland, and Detroit stand as
"bricks-and-mortar" snapshots of a bygone era. Subse-
quent change, therefore, is conditioned by these legacies.

Many older cities in this nation, faced sk.'h declining
population and economic vitality, stand as "withering
monuments to the industrial age" In many respects, they
are 19th-century forms functioning in a 20th-century Amer-
ica. Constructed to house the industrial engines of the 19th-
century u; ban economy, as well as a labor pool stratified
by ethnicity, class, religion, later race, and a host of other

Life Cycles
And Legacies
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differences, the linkage between urban location and urban
life was established. One could have continual access to
city life and its amenities only by locating in a city.

Technological advances in long-distance transporta-
tion and communication, including rail, road and telegraph
systems, gradually knitted the nation's communities into
an integrated system. The resulting pattern, which bound
small towns and large cities together, reflected a hierarchy
of specialized places and regional and industrial divisions.
of labor that increasingly lent coherence and vitality to the
nation as a whole. t

During the 20th century, technological advances in
short-distance transportation and communication had a
similar effect within citiesexpanding the scope-of urban
activities, emending the culture of the city to the surround-
ing countryside, and enhancing the access of households
and firms to others elsewhere in the city. The concentf-
tion of people and their activities, however, made acces-
sibility witliincities more difficult to achieve than ac-,
cessibility between cities.

During this century, distinctive social and eConomii
patterns emerged, reflecting the changing internal struc-
ture of the city. Activities such as residence, commerce,
and manufacturing no longer required concentration in a
common location. Grpups and functions could use physical
space to sort themselves out over the urban landscape. As
city populations grew to include more residents charac-
terized by a broad range of differences, people and
economic activities could increasingly cluster on the basis
of similarities. Households began to sort themselves ny
income,' race-ethnicity, and occupational differences.
Likewise, residence could be separated from workplace,
production from administration, and so forth. Conse-
quewly, as the 19th century gave way to the 20th century,
the lin :age between urban location and urban life began to
unravel. Increasingly, people coultrlive an essentially
urban life without residing in the city, primarily because
technology had made the city and its amenities ever more
access,ble to nearly everyone.

Over the decades of the 20th century, people, their
jobs, and their allegiances have departea the inner city for
the periphery and beyond, to live at lower densities and in
the presence of others like themselves. As a result of ad-
vancing technological capabil:ues, urban life can increas-
ingly be experienced over an expanded territory. The larger
older cities have been transforming continually because the
dynamism of urban life increasingly siiills out beyond their
borders. In the process, the historical legacies of physical
arrangements evident within cities condition their trans-
formation and their ability to adjust to changing cir-
cumstances.

s
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Comprehending the city in terms of the long-term devel- The Changing
opmental sweep of history aids in imparting an apprecia- Role of the
bon of its historical roles in society: provision of public City
services (for example, sewage, water, sanitation, traffic
control), education and training opportunities; public
health facilities; recreation resources; housing; markets for
goods; and acculturation and assimilation of immigrants.

Today, many cities are experiencing increased diffi-
culty in performing their historical roles. The dispersal of
economic activity and consequent population loss leave a
preponderance of marginal industries and low-income
households in the cities. Nonetheless, the "death of the
city" is not at hand. The city is transforming and its roles
are changing. In the future, it will perform a narrower
range of increasingly specializes functions for the larger
urban society. However, acceptance of changing roles has
been slow, even though the continued dominance of cities
in our culture is not seriously questioned. The city, with its
historical form and functions, can command so much atten-
tion that it is difficult to appreciate that it will an'' should
change or to imagine what the city in the future will be like.

The nation's cities are transforming from centers of
material goods production to centers of service consump-
tion. "The era of massive centralized industrialization is
over and . . . large, dense concentrations of people and
farms have become technologically obsolete."' Yet, special
efforts to lure manufacturing industries back to older cen-
tral cities continue as the principal aim of innumerable
economic development efforts sponsored by municipalities
and states. Support at the local level is only hesitantly
directed at developing the old central core of cities in terms
of their remaining considerable competitive strengths.
Indeed, certain types of economic activity, particularly
those that benefit from centrality and high-density
arrangements, continue to belong in the central cities and
may be encouraged by incentives. The health and vitality
that could result is no' easily acknuw!edged, because this
transformation is often accompanied by a shrinking popu-
lation that includes ever higher proportions of the poor
and the dependentthose who make the most -luent
and costly claims on local governments.

[he current surge in service sector growth (refiectec in
office constructicn), a demand for middle-class housing
lead' :g to limited neighborhood upgradiiig, and the
demand for recreation and entertainment facilities are
signs of a new central city vitality that will continue to
transform the city, even if this revitalization is not in
preparation for a retain to what the city once was. "The
cores of our central 'ties should be revitalized as culturally
rich, architectural' citing magnets for conventions.
tourism, and leisure iursuits of regional, national and 15
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even International populations.' This directior promises
the mast potential for central city economic expansion and
job generation for the rest of the clutury.

What will the city transform into? Office jobs for well
paid white-collar managerial, professional, financial, and
knowledge-class occupations will increase. As a result, a
variety of allied services that these people and their
employing Institutions de and during and after working
hours will be required. in lue-collar jobs will be reduced
because of the continued outmigration of blue-collar
employment to noncentral locations. The general decline
in rural in-migration may allow the city to relinquish its
traditional function of acculturating and assimilating
newcomers to urban life. However, a rising tide of foreign
immigrantsespecially from the Caribbean perimeter
may shift the task of accommodation and assimilation to a
few selected Cities will become scaled-down residen-
tial centers for an array of households, defined by a nar-
rower range of age, housz..hold composition, and income
differences. Finally, the older industrial cities will become
more specialized national and regional centers, primarily
performing business, service, finance, and governmental
functions.

The city probably will evolve to the point where its
physical form and spatial arrangement become more
perfectly articulated with its 'Jew roles. This transform,i-
tion should neither cause alarm nor impel actions to
counter the long-term and extremely powerful demo-
graphic, economic, arid technological forces at work.
Policymakers should neither seek to restore the industrial
city to Its former form and 'functions, nor force urban
society to perform tasks in ways and in locations that are
no longer appropria:e

Throughout history, the nation's cities have attracted and The City in
accommodated wave after v ave of poor immigrants, both Transition and
from abroad and from the rural hinterland. As city popu- the Urban
lation, grew, the city's major social functions became in Underclass
vreasingly evident: upgrPling housing, health, and
employment prospeas lc ie majority, while acculturat-
ing succeeding streams of immigrants.

The new arrivals, and especially their children, ac-
quired the necessary skills to rove themselves into the
social and econ )mic mainstream However, unmigrants
trom varied and diverse backgrounds were not being cul-
turally homogenized, eve- ough their cultural differ-
ences increasingly could ex, I a common physical, if ilot
social, space Ethnic and rt.. Jious cultural diversity sur-
vived and was continually reflected Ir ustered neighbor-
hoods and communities. During this time, America 16
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adopted the ;`melting pot" metaphor, an unagery that
obscured the persistence of the "social stew," which more
accurately characterizes city-based society.

For decades, the aceulturation dynamic functioned
reasonably well for most new arrivals, enabling them and
their children to join an increasingly diverse middle class
However, as the city has transformed to adjust to the
changipg economic, demographic, and technological reali-
ties, it-has become leliable to perform this historical social
role. The resulthaslreenithe creation of an urban under-
class the poor and the dependent (overly represented by
youth, elderly, unskilled).

Two-basic factors account for this functional failure.
Firsilthe city's capacity to pAriform the processing task has
deteriorated because of Itural responses to certain
characteristics ascribed to The people, particularly racial
and ethnic minorities, vyho are predominately located in
central cities. Mintrities have more difficulty in achieving
assloilation into the social and economic mainstream. The

wark against this change has been the historical legacy
avery and the contemporary effects of race-conscious

jure (explicit discrimination in laws) followed by de
c140 rriechonisms (unofficial biases) that have allocated

ntage opportunity, and security differentially in our
society.

With reprd to white ethnic urban poor, historically
few insurmountable barriers to assimilation and general
acceptance stood in their way. They could move up and on
once educational and employment opportunities were -o-
vided. For racial minorities, however, the social and eco-
nomic escalators did not function as effectively. Access to
traditional avenues to success were blocked by individual
and institutional discrimination, as well as by the dispersz.1
of economic opportunity to places outside central cities.
Although the assimilation process had enabled earlier im-
migrants or their offspring to use the city as a launching
pad, a growing proportion of poor blacks and Hispanics
has been left behind, and sizeable proportions have
become part of a nearly permanent urban underclass.

A second factor in the breakdown of the cities' capac-
ity to perform this traditional role relates to certain charac-
teristics ascribed to particular places, particularly older
industrial cities. The city no longer can generate diffuse
social and economic well-being for a11 of its residents. The
city has lost much of its capacity to provide upgrading op-
portunities for the poor and to send them alongeither up-
ward 'hrough successive social strata or outward to alterna-
tive locations where economic opportunities exist in relative
abundance. This situation is true largely because the city
can no longer generate the jobs needed by its unskilled
young and poor residents. Not only the number of jobs in 17
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certain cities has shrunk, but also the mix of jobs has been
transformedfrom high proportions of unskilled manu-
facturing jobs to high proportions of skilled jobs in the
manufacturing and service sectors. These latter jobs are
often mismatchedalthough evidence for this is by no
means definitiveto an urban underclass that largely con-
sists of minority and youthful residents. Minority males, in
particular, are the most severely mismatched with the
available job prospects. Many cities have often become the
last stop, rather than a stopping point, for the contem-
porary urban underclass.

Although the living standards of poor people generally
improved during the 1960s, poverty, whetner defined offi-
cially by absolute criteria or socially by relative criteria, has
persisted. Today, much poverty has been redistributed
from the rural hinterland to the shrinking older industrial
cities of the Northeast and Midwest. The corresponding
decline of poverty in non metropolitan places, which bene-
fitted both poor blacks and poor whites, was the result less
of people migrating out of rural areas than of economic
vitality migrating in. The South in particular has beer. the
recipient of an influx of economic vitality, benefitting
large numbers of poor southerners.

Between 1970 and 1978, a net outmigration from
metropolitan areas of 2.7 million people took place.
Between 1962 and 1978, 56 percent of all new manufactur-
ing jobs were established outside metropolitan areas, with
30 percent locating in the nonmetropolitan South alone.
Coincident with these trends, the nation's poverty popu-
lation came to include an increasing number of blacks.
Although the number of whites experiencing poverty situa-
tions declined by 250,000 between 1969 and 1977, the
number of poor blacks rose by 600,000. In 1959, blacks
constituted 26 percent of the nation's poor; in 1969, 29
percent; by 1977, 31 percent.

The number of poor central city blacks has grown over
the past two decades. After a slight decline (from 3.b
million in 1959 to 3.1 million in 1969), the numbe- of poor
central city blacks grew to 4.3 million by I977an increase
of nearly 40 percent during the seventies. The separate fate
of the white population is illustrated by the fact that the
number of poor whites did not increase during the same
period. The unemployment figures for minority young
men (20 to 24 years old) doubled (from 10 percent to 20
percent) between 1965 and 1978. Among minority teen-
agers, the 1978 rates exceeded 30 percenttwice as high as
those for the mid-1950s. Some observers have concluded
that there is no general problem of youth unemployment
only orw for young blacks.

Although only a relatively small proportion of the
U.S. population (approximately 5 percent) endures urban

v..
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residential circumstanc s that constitute what is often
called a "ghetto," the significance of thisstratum belies its
numerical size. Because traditional economic opportunities
have been migratin!, out of cities fob -so long, the urban
poor left behind are increasingly d Income and
employment differentials between this stranded voup and
the rest of society have increased. Furthermore, the turn-
over rate is not nearly as high as has been the "case
historkally. Therefor& the condition of a sizeable portion
of the urban underclass is relatively permantnt. Avenues
of escape are shrinking, unreliable, and inadequate.

The contee of the ghetto May rovide ark e lanation
for the permanence of the conditi s afflicting the-minor-
ity urban underclass. The ghett constitutes a massive
barrier to the larger society and a concentration of disad-
vantages that militate against individuals' and their insti-
tutions. This concentrative aspect and the multiple subtle
interactions between the barrier and disadvantages defines
the ghetto as a social context:

Many minority children . living in neighbor-
hoods where few people who do go to work
regularly have much to show for it, see little point
in taking school seriously or believing it can help
to get a job that will lead anywhere. If their early
job history and work experience confirm their
pessimistic expectations, many give up. . . . The
poor experience . . . during their late adolescence
and ycung adulthood leaves them permanently
disadvantaged.'

Because the national economy is evolving in concert
with the arrival of the postindustrial era, our major cities,
in particular, will be required to assume new, more special-
ized, economic roles. In the process, their historical capac-
is to assimilate ziiid upgrade an urban underclass are
effectively diminished. Although nearly continuous urban
crisis is a part of a city's nature because its economic and
social functions can never be perfectly meshed, the result-
ing distress experierced by its residents cannot be viewed as
acceptable. Therefore, a proper focus of wise urban policy
is to alley sate that distress in ways that have long-term
prospects for success

19
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Chapter 3

Daboncentration OF

Urban Ainerica

n our relatively short national history, the United
States transformed from a predominately rural and
agricultural nation into a predominately urban and
industrial nation. That transformation has un-

folded slowly, but relentlessly, decade after decade.
Gradually, a new, equally important transformation trend
has been discoveredthe deconcentration of urban
America.

The migration of people and industry from cities to
the suburbs and beyond is the central. theme explored in
this chapter. Thc, dynamics of deconcentration and the
pattern and coniequences of multiscale decentralization
are addressed. In addition, the prospect of regional con-
vergence, the illusion of urban renaissance, and the impli-
cations of low-density development are examined. Fit ally,
the question of whether or not our central cities should be
rebuilt to reflect their historical economic orientations is
discussed.

Since World War II, a simultaneous deconcentration of The Dynamics
population and industrial activity at several geographic of Deconcen-

. scales in the United States has become especially evident. tration
Consequently, people live in and work at lower densities
within cities, while densities are increasing in places beyond
city borders. The deconcentration of people and jobs
results in urban activity crossing city borders, the more
abstract boundaries of metropolitan areas, and even multi-
state regions. The emerging demographic and economic
geography across'the nation will increasingly be character-
ized by lower density industrial and residertial settlements
that are built around multiple points of concentration
within and between metropolitan areas. The influence of
central cities will be diminished as certain production, resi-
dential, commercial, and cultural functions disperse to
places beyond them.

In demographic terms, continual dispersion within
metropolitan areas is now accompanied by both a broader
movement of people to the periphery of metropolitan areas 23



and a rural reconcentration. During the industrial era, the
rural-to-urban and South-to-North migration streams pro-
vided the labor force neededby northern factories. Today
that migration has all but ceased. Furthermore, certain
population groups, such as northern urban blacks, are
returning to the newer southern urban areas in record
numbers.

In terms of economic activity, the economic and re-
lated technological conditions that led to industrially based
urban centers are gradually being unraveled. Both estab-
lished industry and the potential for industrial innovation
that spawns new industry have dispersed away from cen-
tral urban areas, away from the Industrial Heartland, and
in certain cases, out of the United States entirely. Although
large-scale employment-outmigration preceded household
outmigration, the chained sequence of people following
jobs has been eclipsed by the more prominent tendency for
population increases in suburbs and beyond to attract new
and relocated employment growth. The changing eco-
nomic order reflects developments in production tech-
nology, the role of economic market forces, the rise of
sociocultural (quality-of-life) forces, and the reinforcing
role of government policies.

The advantages of agglomeration and central location
have been eroded by technological innovations and new
production technologies that have given locational
freedom to an ever wider array of industries. Transporta-
tion and communication technologies have reinforced this
dispersal because pfisical proximity has been eclipsed by
electronic proximity. Micro-miniaturization and automa-
tion in both manufacturing and service production pro-
cesses have eroded the necessity for industrial plants to
duster together Difficulty in accumulating capital,
complex local bureaucratic procedures engendering time
and economic costs, general congestion, and deterioration
of a wide variety of amenities and delivered services have
further reduced the attractiveness of central locations. In-
creasingly, firms and people have moved away not because
they must, but because they can. When relocation or ex-
pansion decisions are made, new central locations are
of ten avoided The complexity and interdependence tradi-
tionally associated with urban life in cities are increasingly
perceived as liabilities rather ,han assets.

With regard to market forces, central urban locations
have lo't much of their competitiveness to noncentral
locations. The costs of doing business in the nation's older
central cities are estimated to be 20 to 30 percent greater
than in surrounding suburbs or nonmetropolitan areas. Iv
addition, policies geared to whittle away at that cost
differential to make centrar cities more competitive have
generally not been successful. The relative costs attached 24
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to production have increased significantly for labor, land,
transportation,' energy, capital, and tax-supported
municipal services, facilitating the trend toward decon-
centration. For example, labor (the most significant
production cos') accounts for over half of the cost in
manufacturing and over 90 percent of the cost in labor-
intensive service industries. Lower labor costs outside
central cities and the Industrial Heartland, in part dm: to
less unionization and less restrictivenndustriz.i regulations,
have encouraged the dispersion of industrial activity.

The potency of purely economic factors governing
location decisions has been diluted by noneconomic fac-
tors. Quality-of-life considerations have acted as magnets
that draw footloose households and industry to locations
increasingly distant from central locations. The advantages
historically found only in concentrated central locations
increasingly can be enjoyed in relatively dispersed, low-
density settings.

Federal policies also have operated to abet and to rein-
force industrial and residential dispersion. In most cases,
any "anti-city" bias has been implicit and inadvertent.
Federal taxation policy that encourages new construction
rather than restoration; housing policy that directs growth
via subsidies to the periphery of metropolitan areas and
beyond: water, sewer, and other utility subsidies; and
transportation policy that drastically lowers the ccsfs of
access between distant points are all examples of unin-
tended "anti-city" impacts of federal policies.

i

Deconcentration of population and industry across the Intraregional,
boundaries of cities, metropolitan areas, and multistate Interregional,
regions involves basic redistribution patterns whose causes and
are interwoven. Two patterns are intraregional; a third International
pattern is interregional. A. fourth pattern of deconcentra- Deconcentra-
io9 mainly involves economic movements on an interna- lion Trends
tional scale.

Intraregional Deconcentration. 01 the two intra-
regional redistribution patterns, the most familiar one
occurs at the smallest scale----',uburbanization, which is the
outmigration of people and jobs from central cities to
suburbs at the periphery. As a result of this process, which
began in earnest during the 1920s, the metropolitan area
emerged as an increasingly significant, if unofficial, unit of
analysis for understanding the local and regional structure
of urban America This dispersion within metropolitan areas
continued through the 1970s. Recently, and for the first
time in U.S. history, many larger, older metropolitan 25
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areas have experienced,the shrinkage process that was once
the fate only of older industrial cities.

Although more recent in origin, the second intrare-
gionai redistribution patternnonmetropolitan growth
is equally portentous in its consequences. Approximately
half of the new nonmetropolitan growth is adjacent to ex-
isting metropolitan areas. This growth probably occurs
because the boundary definition of certain metropolitan
areas does not allow them to capture and to contain all of
the economic and social vitality in the area. However, a
roughly equal portion of nonmetropolitan growth is non-
adjacent to and remote from existing metropolitan areas.
Indeed, the nation's smallest places (nonurban settlements
of less than 2,500 population) are the fastest growing
today. The policy implications of growth nonmetro-
politan areas outpacing growth within metropolitan areas
have only recently received serious consideration.

Within regions, both dispersal patterns bode ill for the
mairtenance of central cities' historical place in society.
The dynamics of urban change are judged by some to be
enervating central cities within all regions of the nation.
The economic health within metropolitan areas but outside
central cities hac. seldom been viewed as adequate compen-
sation for central city shrinkage. The absolute decline in
population and jobs (particularly those jobs that generate
middle-range household incomes) in so many of the central
cities that anchor major metropolitan areas has been unre-
lenting and powerful. As a result, serious doubt exists
about the continued- ability of these central cities to per-
form their wide variety of historical residential, produc-
tion, and commercial functions. Whether or not this prog-
nosis is necessarily undesirable should be given a great
d_al of consideration.

Interregional Deconcentration. A third pattern of
redistribution is unfoldinraThe interregional scale. First
the West (until about 1960) and .ow the South have
emerged seriatim as the major growth centers of the na-
tion. The dispersal pattern is occurring on a scale large
enough to transcend entire multistate regions. Although
the dynamics underlying deconcentration have been
present for decades, their regional consequences have built
up slowly. The interregionalonal dispersion of jobs has oc-
curred much faster than the redistribution of population.
This process has been going on for decades without
generating much concern in the Industrial Heartland,
largely because employment losses from migration were
continually compensated by the spawning of new indus-
trial activity. Today, however, with most of these shifts
probably completed, sectionalism has developed in response 26
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to the discovery of the dispersion trend, but this response is
often based on a misperception. Most concern for the fate
of the Industrial Heartland is focused on a largely un-
critical reliance on relative growth rates examined across
regions, rather than the absolute amount of economic
vitality'that exists within regions.

The Industrial Heartland is certainly not in a rapid
state of decline. All regions of the country are growing in
jobs, income per capita, and population. In terms of in-
dustrial expansion, personal income, retail sales, bank
deposits, and construction starts (conventional measures
of economic performance), the growth in the Industrial
Heartland has been only relatively slower than that in
other region4. In other words, some measure of regional
convergence has been working within the national econ-
omy, but this might be heralded just as accurately as
the South "catching up" as the North "stagnating" or
"declining."

International Deconcentration. Another form of
economic deconcentration of increasing importance is
primarily of international significance, because it is occur-
ring at the largest geographical scaleindustrial activity
crossing national borders. This large-scale deconcentration
cannot easily be seen in zero-sum terms for the United
States. What is taking place is no longer simply a spatial
rearrangement of advantages and disadvantages among
people, places, and industrial sectors within the nation.
Rather, the net costs attached to the loss of our compara-
tive advantage in a number of industrial sectors within the
international marketplace are substantial and accumulat-
ing.

Although American transnational investment patterns
of the 1960s caused particular consternation within Euro-
pean nations, a reverse transnational investment in
America by other countries began in the late 1970s. This
international economic restructuring is stark testimony to
the power and inevitability of the deconcentration forces at
work. To a notable degree, a certain universality to the
deconcentration process exists among the most technologi-
cally advanced nations. Furthermore, likt the redistribu-
tion patterns within the nation's borders, the underlying
dynamics have been operating for some time.

Countless analyses have inventoried the major negative Consequences
implications of the deconcentration patterns at several of Multiscale
geographic scales. Using the central city as a unit of Decentrat-
analysis, the erosion of fiscal capacity, the increased ization
ghettoization of the poor and minorittes, the enduring high 27
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unemployment rates, the chronic economic depression in pov-
erty neighborhoods, the underuse of the built environment,
the deterioration of urban public services and facilities, and
the excessive use of resources per capita are all consequences
traditionally associated with deconcentration, dispersion,
and low-density social and economic arrangements.

Within the metropolitan area, the loss of economic
and industrial vitality to nonmetropolitan areas has created
far less anxiety, because metropolitan areas, for the most
part, are not political realities but analytic constructs.
However, many small towns and nonmetropolitan areas
are woefully underprepared to handle their new growth.
The pain and dislocation accompanying unplanned expan-
sion can often be as unpleasant as that accompanying
unplanned decline.

On a multistate regional scale, the situation is much
the same. Interregional rates of demographic and economic
growth have undergone change. If anything, the conse-
quences have simply meant a lessening of the historical
disparities that have existed among major regions of the
country These large-scale redistribution patterns should
not be viewed as national problems, because past disparities
ate being lessened in favor of the chronically disadvantaged
regions and their residents. With regard to the currently
waning Sunbelt-Snowbelt sectional competition, the North
remains dominant on all measures of economic performance
and has lost ground to the South in relative terms only.

The consequences of ongoing international economic
reordering are registered at all geographic scales within the
nation. Cities, mettopoiltan areas, and even regions are
awash with International economic trends and influences
that national economic policy machinery seemingly can no
longer compktely control The most obvious example is
the decline in the U S automotive industry and allied in-
dustries such as steel and tires.

The cumulative consequences of deconcenti anon have
become intimidating largely because the rate of the process
makes the gradual adAstment by older urban forms
(neighborhooth, cities, metropolitan areas, and even
regions) difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. Change in
itself is seldom much of a problem unless it occurs at a
pace that prevents smooth adjustment.

A major consequence of dominant patterns of regional Convergence
dispersion is that multistate regions are becoming more and
similar as historical social and economic gaps between Renaissance:
them close. For all practical purposes, the truth of this as- Unrealistic
sessinent applies to the deconcentration and dispersal trends. Expectations
As a result, the distinctions at all spatial scalesbetween
urban and rural, central city and suburb, metropolitan and 28
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nonmetropolitan, and even entire regions have declined
in significance. As units of analysis in urban policy formu-
lation and analysis, traditional dichotomies have been
rendered less distinct by the redistribution process within
and beyond our national society and economy.

Although the long-term trend toward convergence has
been unmistakable, the disparities at any one scale prob-
ably will never be so completely eroded as td'initiate a
reversal of the deconceritration processes that precipitated
them. One often unstated implication of the convergence
dynamic is that central cities that lose economic vitality to
suburbs, metropolitan areas that lose economic vitality to
nonmetropolitan and rural areas, and multistate regions
that lose economic vitality lo others will rebound as their
business cost disadvantages are whittled away relative to
rising cost environments in suburbs, nonmetropolitan
areas, and faster growing regions. The dynamic suggests
an ebb and flow that supposedly never permanently dis-
advantages any locality.

Experience suggests, however, that complete conver-
gence may remain an unfulfilled expectation. Although
cost advantages of peripheral locations have eroded since
widespread decentralization began, full-scale renewal of
industrial activity in the dispossessed central cities and core
regions is not likely to materialize. In addition, equaliza-
tion within metropolitan areas, between centrea,cities and
suburbs, or among regions may not lead to renaissance,
but only to a narrower revitalization. As cost differences
diminish, the locations that originally lost vitality may not
return to their former advantaged positions, but rather
may evolve into settings for newer, more special:zei terri-
torially based social and economic systems. The direction
of this development is not reversal or evolutionary back-
tracking, but a continuation of developmental trends that
constantly require our nation's settlements to play new
roles for the larger society and economy.

In recent years, the incipient rebirth of cities has been The Illusion of
highly touted. A so-called "regentrification" process has Urban
been heralded as marking the return of the middle class and Renaissance
their incomes, clout, and allegiances to the city. Residen-
tial and civic rejuvenation could be expected to follow,
early reports suggested: Although casual observation indi-
cates that portions of cenil'al city neighborhoods are
indeed experiencing a great deal of housing stock upgrad-
ing and restoration, the evidence is spread so thinly across
a number of cities that it defies statistical detection. What
statistics do reveal, however, is the continuing deteriora-
tion of living conditions and income levels in central cities.
Signs of the ongoing transformation of central cities are 29
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being misread as sign-cling the reversal of the very trends
that they represent.

Although It may he premature to dismiss the likeli-
hood t:lzt ..-01 upgrading of selected block., of innek city
housing may one day herald the return of the middle class,
the available evidence argues strongly against this view:

I. The overwhelming flow of middle-class households
during the 1970s has been out of, not into, the
central sties. For every household with incomes ex-
ceeding $15,000 which entered central cities between
March 1975 and March 1978, three households left.
Between 1970 and 1978, this net outmigration re-
sulted in a loss of nearly S65 billion in
personal income to the nation's cities.

2 Revitalization has occurred in only a fraction of
any city's neighborhoods. Between 1968 and 1979,
only one-half of I percent of the nearly 20 million
housing units in cities have been affected by revital-
izaton or restoration efforts.

3 In excess of 70 percent of the households residing in
revitalized central city units were intra-city movers
and not Immigrants from outside the city.

4 The cor.centration of minorities and poverty level
population in central cities is continuing to in-
crease, both in absclute and proportional terms.
Between 1970 and 19--1. central cities lost nearly 4
million white residents while the central city black
population increased by 542,000. During the same
period, the total number of central city residents
below the poverty level increased by 235,000 in-,
cluding a n.:t Increase of 441,000 blacks below the
poverty level

c Substantial residential and commerical dishivest-
ment continues -{o be active ii; almost all older,
larger, ,:entraj -Cities, and far exceeds reidestmtnt.

6. The growth of central business district office
employment during :he 1970s has not nearly com-
pensated for central city losses of L.JuL-collar jobs
and lobs in the retail ar.d wholesale sectors. While
New York City experiences an expansion in white-
collar professional, clerical, and managerial jobs
during the 1970s, on the whose New York City lost
600.000 jobs with an estima ed tax loss of $500
million.

In summary, the dispersion of jobs, people, and tax-
able incomeespectallY\ir 'he Northeast and upper Mid-
west region,,is not being_ mitigated by a selective return
of the middle class to th-ceritral city. Spot sign of
revitalization should be Judged more accurately as the
continuing redistribution and reconcentration of selected 30
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households and their advantages within the citya
dynamic consistent with, not ccunter to, the prevailing
central city deconcentration tread.

Because the inner-city neighborhood revitalization
movement began without explicit federal intervention, the
possibility exists that any future governmental involvement
may only lessen any future chances of success. Although
certain low-income households undoubtedly , ve been
forced to relocate because of upgrading, this pattern is
invariably part of inner-city rejuvenation. In any event, the
extent of displacement has been overstated. Where it ex-
ists, care should be taken not to define displacement in a
manner that leads to policies aimed at preventing what is
also desirable inner-city upgrading. Such policy would
have a chilling effect on spontaneous private reinvestment
initiatives in our city centers. Sensitivity to the housing
needs of low-income and elderly city residents could be
bettyr shown by assisting them to gain access to the trans-
forming housing market rather than by implementing poli-
cies aimed at preventing displacement.

Aside from impressionistic language suggesting the keassessing
imminent demise of the city, the clearest illustration of the Urban Sprawl
power of language symbols to cloud thinking about urban and the
circumstances is the persistent concern about "urban Implications
sprawl." This notion is so firmly fixed in conventional of
wisdom that generating interest in analyzing it has been Lower Density
difficult at times. A thing once labeled is a thing under- Development
stood, or so it wi-Juld seem.

At issue is whether in fact most growth in urban areas
has accumulated in a haphazard, inefficient, and undesir-
able manlier at the urban periphery. The ribbon of devel-
opment hugging the radial transportation routes leading
out of the city, the suburban housing developments laced
together by streets and accessible to commercial and retail
activities only by automobile, and building densities so low
that mass transit becomes infeasible--all these factors rein-
force the notion that ongoing low-density development is
leading to future urban forms that are wasteful of time,
energy, and land resources. However, a case can be made
that conventional wisdom may not be an entirely reliable
guide to policy in this regard.

A common assumption among policymakers is that
dispersion and the consequent development patterns at the
periphery are somehow highly undesirable trends that need
to be countered, if net reversed. In their place, policy-
makers call for efforts that channel growth into more his-
torically familiar centralized and concentrated patterns. In
addition, the concern surrounding America's energy depen-
dence in recent years has reinforced the idea that dispersion 31
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and low-density living are bad and that concentration isgood. Howes,-.:, indications are that there are multiple op-tions for accommodating
higher energy costs that make theprospect of a large-scale return to compact, centralized,

high-density urban development extremely unlikely, if notactually detrimental. Firms and households will likely beable to avoid profligate
energy consumptior in a variety ofways without resorting to relocation. Actually, dispersionand low2density development may well offer several unap-preciated advantages and opportunities in a resource-

sensitive future. The guarded Dptimism offered by thisreappraisal comes at an opportune time, because the long-term trend apparently is toward deconcentration and dis-persal from traditional central city and older suburbanlocations.

Low-density development has generally been thoughtto squander energy and environmental resources and toengender mushrooming fiscal costs (both capital and oper-ating) associated with extending public service infrastruc-tures into low-density areas at the urban periphery. Yet, ascities get larger and more densely settled, the same factorsthat nerate to make them more productive may also makethen, lore costly to maintain and replace in terms of en-vironment, energy, and fiscal resources.
An examination of low-density living might questionthe validity of these indictments. For instance, whether ornot those who move to the suburbs continue to make highdemands for community services, some analyses show thatresidents of high-density areas appear to require (and de-mand) more expensive packages of community servicesthan those who live tit low densities. If public servicepackages are viewed as so vitally important, why do house-holds and firms continue to move where the service pack-ages contain less than what these users previously enjoyed?For half a century, h --. '-' -id firms have been spa-tially sorting themse ,ht., irposefully or inadver-tently, so that the less and fewer of_the traditionalmunicipal sersic ..us fact illustrates the willingness ofhouseholds to ii.:rnalize service costs by obtaining themprivately or by consuming fewer or less of them from thepublic sector Together with lower overall costs associatedwith locations, a powerful incentive for lowdensity lying exisIc to relocate to locations where one canconsukie publicly those services or circumstances that oneneeds or desires, and can avoid supporting via taxes those

services and circumstances that only others need.
A far-flung web of urban interdependence at lowerdensities has resulted in a large number of efficient anddesirable consequences that are too easily overlooked or

discounted. Because both jobs and people have left thecentral city, those who live in suburbs are increasingly able

.. , )
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to wttek in them as well. This situation may a!low a reduc-
tion in commuting between workplace and hoineplace, with
consequent time and energy cost savings. The dispersal of
employment, residences, and commercial establishments
lessens traffic congestion, air and noise pollution, and the
demands placed on the streets, bridges, and infrastructure
control systems (for example, traffic lights. street lighting
systems) that convey and regulate job cOrrmuting and
goods shipment into. and out of central areas.

The energy gluttony associated with low density also
may be overstated. Although residential heating and ool-
mg systems and travel within the community it:count for
most urban energy consumption, other factors condition
the energy requirements of these activities. When comput-
ing consumption, the size of the average unit that must be
heated and cooled clearly is as important as the density of
buildings. Behemoth structure so often found in dense
urban centers are associated with tremendous energy
expenditure \.

11With regard to travel. accessibility is determined by
many factors besides physical distance. Surely congestion
and other factors impeding traffic flow make 4ntra-city
energy (and time) costs increasingly comparable td host in
low-density areas. In addition, heavily concentrated popu-
lation groupings separated by substantial distances create
high interregional transportation costs for supplying
goods; these may exceed the aggregate costs across lower
density settlements involving shorter shipping distances

With such qualifications, much of the energy con-
sumption savings associated with high-density urban
development patterns is wiped out "In short, the savings
in total urban energy ccuLnimption attributable to the shift
from low-density residential sprawl to planned high den-
sity is about rpercent and that attributable to the density
fa for alone is about 1 percent."' High-density growth and
develtipment, therefore, may not necessarily be more
economically desirable than low-density growth and
development.

With regard to air pollution, the harmful effects are a
function of human exposure to substances at certain con
centrations over periods of time, and not of total emissions
per c; pita As a rule, pollution exposure Per capita :s
reduced in low-density settings. Even though dispersed set-
tlement patterns may increase rehanee on technologies that
generate large amounts of pollutants, the per capita expo-
sure to those pollutants is liken' to be reduced. In addaion,
cleansing systec- that use the iiatural flow of air and water
arc avadable to 4ow -density urban areas, but are less useful
for high-density settlements

the capital cost savings attributable to constructut. in
high density areas are largely based on differences in 33



dwelling unit square footage. Again, density of develop-
ment per se masks a number of other factors that are prin-
cipally responsible for the cost differences associated with
high- and low-density development. Reasor exists to
believe that where energy and finatoial resources are
scarce, lowe density development patterns so often found
at the urban periphery can offer the full range of savings
available to traditionally highr- dettsity urban core areas.
Not only may higher densities lead to accelerated deterio-
ration of the urban physical forms, but also certain con-
struction and maintenance projects (involving roads and
sewer lines, for example) are immensely more expensive in
high-density locations than in low-density areas.

With regard to the effects of patterns and density of
land use on economic and fiscal costs, higher urban densi-
ties and larger metropolitan population sizes are associated
with higher economic costs, including real estate prices,
overall costs of living, private-sector wages, and local
governmental operating costs. Although several of these
indicators are more directly reflective of historical political
and institutional legacies than of land use and density per
se, urban policies crafted with explicit land-use objectives
in mind should be considered carefully. Any marginal
energy ;,r cost savings gained by concentrated, mixed,
land-use patterns might be quickly eclipsed by the tendency
for explicit public policy to inflate the prices both of
acquiring centrally located land and of operating and ser-
vicing the land uses.

Finally, what reply can be made to the assertion that
encouraging low-density development sanctions the con-
tinued waste of existing central city public service infra -
st 'ructures? The fiscal shortfall facing many beleaguered
central cities often has been managed by deferring expendi-
tures on required maintenance. However, even (if not espe-
cially) shrinking cities need to maintain their capability to
deliver services to households and businesses. Yet, many
aspects of the Infrastructure are probably being rendered
-edundant as the contraction process continues, and care-
fully selected disinvestment of some services may be needed
1-1 an overall adjustment process. Fitrthermore, low-density
gi r,wth and dispersal generally cannot be challenged purely
on the grounds that It courts costly redundancy:

(Ojne must distinguish between the myth and
reality of central city infrastructures. We may decry
what appea -3 to be the expensive duplication in
growth areas of the same facilities languishing in
aging urban centers; however, we must realize that,
in many cases, the older capital plantssewer and
water systems, for examplemay be but remnants
of a once glorious past, so long neglected that their 34



rehabilitation may be far more costly than start-
ing over again elsewhere.'

The evolving social and economic landscape at the
periphery of our older central cities may exhibit far more
order and efficiency than previously thought. A new form
of urban spatial organization is emerging. A technologi-
cally obsolete central city physical form that has tradi-
tionally performed innumerable functions for urban soci-
ety is receding in favor of an urban landscape with multiple
dispersed centers of concentration and specialization. The
old central city is shedding its former functions as a center
of production and as a residence for a widely diverse urban
population and is evolving into a more narrowly special-
ized central business district. Many of the divested func-
tions have been assumed by the newer commercial,
employment, and residential inner and outer suburbs,
often far removed from the central urban core. A new
hierarchy of places is emerging to accommodate simultane-
ously both decentralization and a dispersed reconcentra-
tion. Urban policy that is inconsistent with these larger
trends should be critically reexamined. Policy focused on
efforts to protect and to replace outmoded physical struc-
tures in evolving urban areas deserves special scrutiny, and
the implications of high- versus low-density development
should be carefully assessed.

During the next decade, a larger policy issue must be Reconsidering
squarely faced: What should be the role of the federal the Rebuilding
government cnn.-erning the redistribution trends within of the
and among metropolitan areas and regions of the nation? Nation's Cities
Although the rate of change no doubt will fluctuate to
some extent, the general direction of the trend is not likely
to alter during the rest of this century. Whether.the revital-
ization of older cities should take precedence over further

4. growth in the suburbs and beyond deserves more careful
consideration. In short, should the, federal government
pursue explicit urban policies that attempt to retard the
trends toward low-density growth and development, even
if they cannot be reversed?

Conventional arguments on this topic seldom em-
phasize the tradeoffs that simultaneously favor and disad-
vantage central cities and suburbs. Increasing economic
vitality of suburban areas and diminishing pressure on cer-
tain central city institutions, services, and facilities have
not been viewed as adequate compensation for increasing
congestion and tax burdens in suburban places and declin-
ing population and economic bases in central cities.
Indeed, policy efforts to retard or to reverse suburban
growth may court serious adverse consequences. For in-
stance, any effort to slow the construction of new homes, 35



which are most often located in st.burbs, would severely
depress the housing construction industry (among the na-
tion's largest) and its allied industries. It would reduce the
range of housing types and location choices available for
an increasing diversity of households and would probably
drive up land prices, rents, and property taxes in central
locations.

Another factor may also be too easily overlooked: The
decentralization of population to the periphery has op-
erated to improve the housing of Americans. Suburban
growth has made a general upgrading possible for those
who have left and for those who have been left behind. The
majority population who have moved have benefitted
from improvements in not only their housing, but also
their job prospects, neighborhood and school quality, and
quality of life in general. The resulting trickledown proc-
ess, whereby increasingly better housing becomes available
to the poor, has allowed a massive upgrading that may
have been possible in no other way. For this reason, an
urban policy designed to slow suburban growth may be
neither desirable nor feasible.

Whether the middle class and industry abandon the
citie1to the poor or are constrained by public policy to re-
main, the poor ultimately suffer the most from the
changes. The social, if not residential, segregation of the
well-off may largely exacerbate the problem of being poor
but does not cause it To ameliorate the negative conse-
quences arising from the transformation of the, nation's
communities, policy efforts should focus on helping the
urban underclass of the poor and the dependent, and not
on maintaining outdated urban structures and functions.

if anything, the dominant trend toward low-density
development should be harnessed in such a way that those
whose fortunes improve by moving out, regardless of their
new locations, are not allowed to abandon their respon-
sibilities to those who are left behind. Civic responsibilities
should not be limited to place of residence. Public actions
should assist those who have been left behind to adjust to
the consequences of the departure of others. In that way,
the multiple benefits and focused costs of suburban growth
can be shared by all, wherever they live.

What can be said to those who view suburbanization
as a process that is enervating our central cities by draining
fiscal and other resources? Although federal policies for
many years have marginally aided the dispersion process if
only by speedig 'top, public policy per se is unlikely to
have sufficient influence to blunt the dominant trend
toward deconcentration and dispersal. Reduced popula-
tions and low-density land uses may also translate into
reduced intensity of demands on the deteriorating infra-
structures and environmental amenities of our central cities. 36
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The roie nd scope of central cities are changing. The
central city s transforming to prepare it to play a new vital
role i 're urban life. Policy should not be devised to
attem a restoration of the central city's histor;c role in
urban society, complete with a full array of functions that
reflect an earlier technologic?l and social era. The central
city has ceased to do some things as well as other places; it
will, however,, continue to do other things exceedingly
well. Policy should work with the di ininant trends to
ensure that the competitive strengths of the city are
nurtured, not. comprornised or diluted by shoring up an
cnitdated concept of the city.

Our cities will remain strong in the future; they will
continue to be great generators of health, wealth, and
welfare for the larger society. As such, they will continue
to by true national assets. Their benefits will continue to
accrue to both their residents and those who live well
beyond their borders. They will be joined increasingly by
noncentral and nonadjacent urban concentrations, and the
full range of functions will be shared through a new urban
division of labor. The city is the crucible of change in
regional and national urban society. At all times, it must
reflect the changing conditions and opportunities of social,
political, economic, and cultural life.

Surely th-... older central cities as well as the newer ones
should be viewed as national treasures, the responsibilities
of all citizens. Local civic allegiances should be expanded
into national civic allegiances. The fate of all people in all
places is the responsibility of us all. National settlement
patterns have become diverse; our common life depends on
it, and our collective sentiments captured and implemented
by public policies should foster the merging arrangements,
not deny them. Urban policy should assist cities in all
regions and of all sizes and ages to cope with and adjust to
continued suburbanization; more households and firms
will benefit from accommodating, rather than reversing,
these trends.
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Chapter 4

ECONOMIC AND
FISCAL

As a result of national deconcentration trends,
cities have lost much of their competitive edge
over other locations as centers of production
and residence. Although central locatiOns and

compact arrangements are, and will continue to be,
economic and social assets for a wide variety of activities,
they have gradually become obsolete and inefficient for
other activities. As a consecr,ence, selected households and
firmsand their resources and allegianceshave migrated
out of older central cities in great numbers. Similar pat-
terns have emerged in many older suburbs, large metro-
politan areas, and multistate regions.

Industrial disinvestment and residential outmigration
have rthilted in economic and fiscal consequences for
beleaguered local governments and the increasingly depen-
dent populations left behind. This chapter highlights those
consequences and offers alternative options for managing
them.

The shifting intrametropolitan, interregional, and trans- Economic
national investment patterns of private industry often Distress:
demonstrate remarkably little allegiance to political juris- Industrial
dictions Despite the necessity to encourage and enforce a Disinvestment
measure of corporate social responsibility by firms, they
must remain sufficiently unfettered to allow them to
achieve as much productivity and to retain as much flexi-
bility as possible for responding to shifting national and
international economic crosscurrents. Our national eco-
nomic vitality depends on them. Accordingly, firms must
he reasonably free to invest, disinvest, and reinvest in a
manner that gives them maximum ability to function and
to thrive

Industrial disinvestment tied to shifts of capital is
manifested in several ways. Although the popular image
(and visible symbol) is of a manufacturing plant closing in
one location and reopening in another, this circumstance
is quite rare. The actual physical relocation of a plant
represents only about 2 percent of all private sector 41



employment change. More common forms of disinvest-
ment are more subtle. Firms can disinvest from a location
by delaying the maintenance of physical assets or by refus-
ing to replace them as they are depleted. Firms with multi-
ple plants may systematically shift personnel and/or equip-
ment resources from one plant to another, effectively
reducing the investment in one or more plants. Finally,
firms may disinvest without relocating anything. Instead,
the profits from one operation may be invested in alter-
native locations and operations.

All disinvestment strategies tend to disadvantage the
localities to which a plant is anchored by creating a slow-
down in employment growth. By shifting capital, firms can
adjust to changing circumstances more rapidly than the
people and localities depending on them directly for jobs
and to ase support. For those communities experiencing
a contraction of their economic base as a result of indus-
trial disinvestment, economic distress and fiscal distress
threaten to become mutually reinforcing.

The emerging interregional disinvestment pattern has
favored the West and later the South at the expense of the
Northeast and Midwest. Between 1960 and 1976, the
capital stock in the South grew twice as fast as that in the
Northeast. Between 1966 and 1979, the industrial North-
east and Midwest lost nearly 800,000 manufacturing jobs,
while national expansion added 2.3 million total jobs
elsewhere. For every 100 manufacturing jobs created by
new plants in the North, 111 were lost to some form of
disinvestment. In the South, 80 manufacturing jobs were
lost for every 100 added through new capital Investment.

Although the South has benefitted from interregional
economic shifts in the postwar decades, its advantages
have the tendency to slip away at an even faster rate than
they have from the Northeast and Midwest. For example,
between 1969 and 1976, the South was the most likely
region to experience the closing of a large manufacturing
plant. In addition, industrial activity that was attracted to
the South since the 1950s by lower wages, greater labor
control, and lower energy costs now is often found relocat-
ing outside the United States to achieve even lower produc-
tion costs.

As industrial activity becomes increasingly freed from Federal Urban
specific locations in postindustrial America, economic Policy
gains of Increased productivity and efficiency are secured Response to
by capital shifts and are registered in new locations. Such Economic
disinvestInent patterns are accompanied by a residue of Distress
social costs that are anchored to the places, and experi-
enced by the people, left behind. As this pattern moves
across national borders, losses also are suffered by the 42
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national economy. Both movement patterns have invited
urban policy responses.

The ongoing processes of shifting investment are gen-
,erally viewed from the perspective of local and regional
economic growth and development, rather than from the
perspective of the overall national economy. This view-
point is understandable given the predictable tendency for
government to use public policies primarily to reconcile in-
trametropolitan and interregional conflicts.

It is reasonable for localities to do all that they can to
strengthen and diversify their economi ases, and to ex-
pect that the federal government will at least not hinder
their efforts. Nonetheless, both national and subnatonal
urban policies have stressed reorienting what is perceived
to be a perverse incentive system wired into public policies,
because these incentives and policies are considered to be
responsible for the private sector investment decisions that
lead to the flow of capital and economic opportunity out
of certain localities, regions, and even the nation itself.

Another equally predictable federal urban policy
response to the locational consequences of private sector

;disinvestment is an attempt to redirect growth back to cen-
tral cities by emphasizing reinvestment and incentive
strategies as inducements. Business incentive policies,
including tax credits and writedowns, loans, guarantees,
subsidies (and even conditioning plant closures and relo-
cations with an "exit" notice) are assumed to influence the
cost-sensitive locational behavior of firms if they are large
enough. Ironically, the widespread belief in the potency of
incentives not only is unsubstantiated by empirical
evidence, but also reflects a relatively primitive view of the
private sector held by the public sector.

Economic development policies seldom appreciate
that private sector relocation decisions often are more
responsive to the noneconomic business climate than to
vacillating cost differentials. The term "business climate"
often suggests the absence of constraints and restrictions,
rather than the presence of anything specific. Thus, an
overly narrow concept of economic development that
assigns primazy to capital and investment (and incentives
believed to influence them) without greater sensitivity tu
ostensibly noneconomic factors influencing disinvestment
and relocation should be critically reassessed.

Fiscal distress is an nevieable accompaniment of rapid Fiscal Distress:
fluctuation in population and employment levels that rise Balancing
and fall out of step with one another. Between the I880,. Resources and
and the Depression, when our nation's older cities experi- Responsibilities
enced unprecedented growth, most cities were in dire fiscal
straits because they had to finance expand '4 -....sical plants 43
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and service infrastructures. In the late 1970s, the threat-
ened bankruptcy of older cities such as Cleveland and New
York City often diverted attention to their political
histories and cultures (not to mention bookkeeping leger-
demain) to explain their financial problems. Such an ap-
proach, however, treats Se phenomenon if fiscal distress
as if it were episodic and isolatable and ob ,cures its under-
lying dynamics. Local fiscal distress is best viewed as a
systemic condition wherein local governments have more
or less difficulty in reconciling shifts in their historical
urban service functions with their revenue-generating
capacities.

Local fiscal distress is conditioned by the fact that
cities are the creatures of states. Their powers are limited
to those explicitly granted by states. Furthermore,
municipal revenue sources and expenditures are largely
controlled by state law. The traditional and principal
source of revenue granted to localities has been the prop-
erty tax. Recently, however, local dependence on the prop-
erty tax has lessened, particularly with regqi :t. o more
specialized, nonschool urban services. Additidhally, local
property tax bases are shrinking as households, industry,
and their taxable incomes migrate to other areas. Increas-
ingly, localities respond to these two trends, which are
aggravated by the erosion of purchasing power through
inflation, by increasing their dependence on outside
revenue sources. For example, nearly 40 percent of the
revenues of the nation's older cities now comes from
sources other than local taxes and user charges.

Primary reliance on the traditional property tax for
r.venues results in another fiscal problema lack of flex-
ibility. Property taxes are generally less able to keep up
with inflation-generated increases in municipal expendi-
tures than income and sales taxes. Thus, during inflation-
ary times, the most responsive ,evenue-generating tools
(income and sales taxes) are those that state governments
have reset ved for them-elves.

The occurrence of urban fiscal distress varies accord-
ing to several characteristics of localities, such as size,
region, and lifestage. Although fiscal distress is more com-
mon in older industrial regions such as the Northeast and
the upper Midwest, large cities are more likely to display
symptoms of fiscal distress than are small cities. However, a
city's size is often less important than its age. Old cities are
constrained by a number of historical economic and politi-
cal legacies, including an inability to expand their borders
through ande,- ,,II to capture the outmigration of eco-
nomic vitahry, and a responsibility for a relatively
elaborate ,ervice package for their residents.

Although older industrial cities are more likely to
experience fiscal distress, this problem is not an inevitable
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consequence oi achieving a particular lifestage. Older
cities' fiscal distress also may be related to larg% main-
tenance costs for their public service infrastructures.
Younger cities, or. Lhe other hand, often face fiscal distress
because of a of institutional capacity to meet the needs
of a quickly ''vr anetng population, requiring substantial
physical constr ict,on and service facility expansion expen-
'.tures. In short, ( ies in all regions, of all sizes and ages,

are exneriencing increasing difficulty in matching resources
with responsibilities.

The constellation of factors that predispose a locality
to fist_ .stress are many and varied. Beyond those related
to the economic and demographic trends, several other
factors deserve mention. Local governments are unequally
suscerlible to inflationary pressures because labor Y-

cons'itute a significant proportion of local expenditur..,.
The differential, and often heightened, impact of cyclical
economic declines on cities reduces their tax receipts while
increasing the demand for services. Finally, the mix of
revenue sources available to a locality may both hamper its
ability to cope with inflationary pressures and reduce its
flexibility in putting together a tax package that can maxi-
mize revenue generation animize the burden on the
poor and the dependent.

Because urban fiscal distress is related to an imbalance
bet ..een provided services and available revenues, d search
for policy c piioas to remecy this imbalance should involve
an examination of: (1) the character of the service package
and the level of expenditures, and (2) the cinposition of
revenue sources This omits, fcr the time being, the larger
contextual macroeconomic policies that firiay be meeded to
st!irillate economic growth and retard inflation.

t as there is no inherently overdeveloped public sector, Managing
there is no limit on citizens' demands for services or on the Local Fiscal
political process' capability to translate those demands Distress:
into service packages. Population and economic-base AdjustinP,
expansion leads not only to dependable revenue expansion, Urban Service
but also to the public provision of a wide variety of local Packages
services Problems develop when growth cannot be main-
taineu or w hen growth rates vary among these factors.

The package of urban services ciffered by some juris-
dictions has become too elaborate' ae maintained into
the future Service Li:mining therelic . is often suggested as
a means of reflecting the shrinkage of the tax and popula-
tion base,. However, political conitraints have traditionally
militated against lowei.ng service levy or dropping certain
services altogether. Not only recipients bemoan these adjust-
ments, but also service providers feel threatened by service
package trimming. Well entrenched public errnloyee unions 45
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and constituent subgroups of citizens who depend on
specific services make public sector cutbacks to achieve the
desired fiscal balance exceedingly difficult. Numerous
localities have had to make difficult and painful choices
before cutting back public services to reduce their service
burdens. Pittsburgh, Baltimore, and Wilmington, Del.,
are examples of localities that have had some success in
reducing public service expenditures.

Ironically, the utility of this option is diminished by
the fast that service "needs," as they have come to be
defined, do not show the same capacity to shrink as tax
bases. In fact, given the selectivity of the hou:eholds and
industries left behind, the range, density, and severity of
needs requiring a governmental response may expand as
the available resources,to fund those responses contract.

Another means of reducing service package costs is by
. lying maintenance of the service infrastructure. How-

ever, such expenditure reductions may be illusory at best.
Neglect of infrastructure not only may entail increased
repair costs in the tuture, but also may quicken the pace of
outmigration by households and firms.

The more common policy options, however, assume
achiesing fiscal balance by replacing revenue loss and
maintaining traditional service packages. This; strategy not
only is more politically palatable, but also recognizes that
cities perform areawide, regional, and even national func-
tions for urban America. The needs of the people residing
in these cities, if not those of !Jcal governments, may be
siewed as the result of being left behind by the outmigra-
tion of others. If the actions of those who move outside the
nation's cities so dictate what happens to those who live in-
side those cities, then the ensuing responsibilities become
state and national, not simply local.

In spite ot the dRersity ot state-local relationships, the Local Policy
Lommonality of economic and demographic shifts that Options for
communities halve to cope with leads to a limited array of Replacing
fisLal options to recapture revenue loss while retaining ser- Revenue Loss
1,t: 10,e' .) increa,ing the existing tax rates, (2) shifting
or adding tax burdens to new tax bases, (3) substituting

tist.r charges for taxes, (4) shifting the source of ser-
N ices from the public to the private sector (privatization),
and (5) shifting service provision and financing responsi-
bilities a another iesel of government. To this inventory
might be added the adoption of improved financial ac-
sounfing methods. Financial reporting procedures vary
tremendously among cities, and the need for improvement
is acute. Howeser, cities do nc- experience revenue lo
because ot had bookkeeping, a.id a "management fix"
rarely will he suifitient to avoid the problem. 46
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Increasing existing tax rates is clearly an option. How-

ever, this approach has been at least partly responsible
for the outmigration of economic activity and for the de-
cline in the revenue- generating capacity of local jurisdic-
tions. Shifting to new mixes of tax sources may help to
redistribute the tax burden from one group to another
within the city, but this option may be self-defeating,
because those most able to pay may be those most willing
and able to relocate to avoid an increased tax burden. The
political gains realized through local redistribution of tax
burdens may do little to increase the revenue prospects of a
locality. Both of these fiscal options work to reinforce the
deconcentration trends that fuel fiscal distress, and
therefore are -self- defeating.

Financing public services through user charges (fee for
service) has grown in popularity. The adoption of this
mechanism is possible because many services provided by
the public sector have an essentially private character
(libraries, parks, museums, recreation facilities). Thus,
prices may be charged on the basis of benefits received
User charges promote equity by issuring that citizens pay a
price proportionate to the quantity of the service con-
sumed. Efficiency is promoted because user charges pro-
vide demand signals concerning which services, and how
much of each, the citizenry wants. Given the limited
capabilities of municipalities to provide services, user
charges help to ensure that a service will be provided for
and received by those who value it the most, assuming that
tney can pay the fee. An added advantage is that user
charges are linked to the actual consumption of a service,
not to the eligibility for consumption that is tied to
residence. Thus, services are paid for by those who use
them, regardlm of their residence status in the jurisdic-
tion. This strategy may exclude the urban poor from
receiving a service if they cannot afford it, but the tradi-
tional regressive local property tax systems often force the
poor to subsidize through general taxation unwanted ser-
vices enjoyed largely by others.

The private provision of traditionally public services is
also increasingly used as a fiscal option, particularly by
relatively young and growing jurisdictions. Prospective
cost savings is generally not the reason for using this op-
tion; private service provision is not necessarily more effi-
cient than public service provision. Instead, a city's grow-
ing inability to meet demands is often the impetus for
contracting arrangements. Privatization also is particularly
attractive to communities that seek to avoid substantial
fiscal outlays required to establish a service infrastructure
that accommodates recent growth or that meets episodic or
ssonal needs. However, the use of contracting and ser-
vi e agreements by local governments is bettei suited for 47
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newly added services and those whose production, delivery,
and consumption entail a minimum of uncertainty.

Although not a fiscal "ption, another method of
relieving fiscal distress is available to localities. They
should be encouraged to give careful attention to the real-
ity and the image of their business climate. By projecting
an attractive business climate (albeit subjective and amor-
phous), they can increasingly compete for primary invest-
ment and secondary expansion under certain conditions.

Although the fiscal options available to local governments Nonlocal
are limited and sometimes self-defeating, other governmen- Policy Optics
tal bodies can provide assistance. Revenue-generation strate- for Replacing
gees at the metropolitan, state, and federal government Local Revenue
levels can help to ease (if not eliminate) local fiscal distress. Loss

Given the tendency for localities to lose tax bases
through the outmigration of households and industry, the
use of metropolitan-scale strategies to capture revenue loss
is attractive, despite the political obstacles that prevent
their more frequent adoption. Tax-base sharing, annexa-
tion, city;county consolidation, and other metropolitan
reform strategies can help to distribute more uniformly the
economic growth that exists outside central cities and to
provide an expanded tax base for financing public services.
In addition, federal and state assistance may be usetully
Allocated to metropolitan areas rather than to traditional
political jurisdictions (cities, counties) within th-m. How-
ever, where and under what conditions metropolitan areas
become principal recipients of state and/or federal aid
demands careful ezamination.

These strategs attempt expand effective, if not
actual, political boundaries so that they 'coincide with the
expand 'u social and economic scale of the metropolitan
area. The growth equalization of revenues across all
jurisdictions within the metropolitan area may help to
lessen disparities among service packages i eceived by
citizens in different jurisdictions. Lessening disparities
among jurisdictions also may help to stem the relocation of
households or firms from a central to a peripheral location
within a metropolitan area by alleviating the ncentive of
reduced tax burdens However, because need is not
distributed uniformly across a metropolitan area, this
strategy may provide service "output" equality, but not
service "outcome" equality. Inequalities in service
distribution arrangements can be Justified as a compen-
satory strategy to ameliorate the existing unequal dis-
tribution ot needs ani le unequal ability to meet needs
privately across popu n subgroups.

The role ot star.. :rnments in responding to the
fiscal dilemmas of their Laws is quite properly receiving 48



increased attention. Since a city and its powers are defined
by the ,tate, some problems faced by a city can rightly be
laid at the doorstep of state governments. Although fed-
eral fiscal relief to localities has increased dramatically
through most of the 1970s, unrestricted state aid has not
increased significantly since the 1950s. For that reason,
suggested remedies includ' greater direct state aid through
direct cash grants or operating subsidies, or by granting

the right to adopt other revenue-generating tools
(such as city sales or income taxes).

Although widespread state budget surpluses may be
siewed as justification for increased state aid to localities,
those surpluses may only be temporary. A more valid
reason for adsocating increased state assumption of
responsibility for their localities' fates is that many state
go.ernments hase increased significantly their managerial
capacities to assist localities in the past two decades.

Local fiscal health may also be promoted by the trans-
fci to state gosernment of the fiscal and/or administrative
70sponsibility for selected local services. Two candidates
for tran-fer include elementary and ,econdary education
and public welfare, unless or until the latter is national
lied. However, fiscal relief resulting from these transfers
may not be substantial. welfare already is a state function
in most lurisdichons, and state assumption of education
expenditures would probably result in offsetting local taxes
by state taxes Although the overall tax burden on local
residents would not be lessened, potential local revenues
could be shifted to other expenditure areas. The loss of
local control oser traditionally local functions is one.exam-
ple of the potentially undesirable outcomes that attend in-
creasing local fiscal dependence on state resources.

Another increasingly recommended strategy is state
property tax circuit-breaker programs These are designed
to limit property tax payments of low-income households
to a fixed percentago of their income and to subsidize the
shortfall with cash rebates or income tax credits. Most
states have already adopted this mechanism for assisting
low-Income elderly citizens This system stimulates a flow
of st.ite revenue that would clearly hase spatial conse-
quences, because central cities are the site of most large
prrportions of poor households

Recently, the phenomenon of state fiscal containment
mitiatises (Proposition 13) has recessed a great deal of at-
tention In the past 5 years, nearly halt of the states have
adopted limitations on local taxes or on state te.,c;pies and
expenditures }tether containment takes the form of a
local properts tax rollback through cuts in the ax rate, the
indexing of state income taxes to inflation, or "cap laws"
restricting future growth in state or local expeoditures, a
sariety of social costs go largely unrecognized. Political
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jurisdictions may be forced to increase their reliance on
taxes that are relatively more regressive, and social services
for the poor and the dependent will probably bear the
brunt of the budget adjustments. Cuts in public sector
workforces threaten to be deepest among youth, women,
and minoritiesthose who have relied on job expansion in
this sector, but who are not sufficiently protected by
seniority to weather ublic sector contraction. Finally, as
states and localities herald containment measures as a con-
trol for a runaway public sector and as a way to exercise
local autonomy, they ironically increase the likelihood of
even greater dependence on federal government aid.

Federal policy options that propose remedying, if not
reversing, local revenue loss also merit close attention.
Federal options either may assist local fiscal efforts di-
reetly or may offer aid by refraining from actions that harm
localities. These strategies can (but need not) be distinct.
The federal government may directly subsidize the interest
rates on locally issued taxable bonds, allowing localities to
raise interest rates to attract more investor resources. The
higher interest expenditures incurred by local governments
as a result of increased investor resources could be partially
assumed by the federal government.

In contrast, tax exemptions and concessions offered
by state and local governments as incentives to lure indus-
tr, into an area not only have often been ineffectual in In,
creasing employment and outp t, but also entail the cost
of forgone and sorely needed tax revenues. Punitive
federal action, such as withholding federa! grant funds,
could be reserved for jurisdictions using tax exemptions as
industrial location incentives.

The transfer of selected services from subnational gov-
ernment levels to the federal level also would help to relieve
the fiscal distress experienced by local jurisdictions. The
beneficial effects might be direct, involving the transfer of
a local function to the federal government, or indirect, as
when a state function is assumed by- the federal govern-
ment, freeing state revenues for potential local uses.

Four sets of federal actions directly influence local
fiscal opportunities: (I) federal grant programs; (2) federal
tax expenditures; (3) federal actions affecting local fiscal
responsibilities; and (4) federal actions that impose expen-
diture obligations, Federal intergovernmental 'aid to cities
has been important in reducing local fiscal distress where it
has been identified and in delaying it where it has been
threatening. Between 1972 and 1977, federal intergovern-
mental aid helped stabilize local tax burdeng. On a per capita
basis, state and local outlays increased by 131 percent be-
tween 1970 and 1978, By contrast, federal aid to states and
localities went up by 218 percent, while federal aid for cities
increased from Si 3 billion in 1970 to $8:9 billion in 1977. 50



Local governments have become increasingly depen-
dent on federal intergovernmental aid, but these funds
come with' many strings attached. Local government costs
associated with federal mandates have been substantial.
Federal actions often place requirements on localities
either to undertake new responsibilities engendering new
costs or to cease activities that have a potential to raise
revenues. An examination of the local fiscal impacts of
several federal programs shows that the per capita burden
shifted to local governments often exceeds the amount
received in general revenue sharing funds. In addition,
some programs originally funded by federal funds lock
localities into continuing commitments long after the fed-,
eral monies have been discontinued.
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Chapter 5

ANDTHE URBAN UNDERCLASS
Social Distress.

To recognize that irreversible changes in the eco-
nomic environment have taken place is the first
step toward taking responsibility for policies that_
perpetuate a dependent underclass. In the long
run, [redevelopment] seems to offer little if any
hope of restoring the upgrading process. Hence
the outlook for the minority poor will improve
only when their fate is cut loose from that of the
declining cities. Of course, the reverse is also true.
Perhaps the surest means of easing the transition
for the industrial cities is to free them front the
burdencof the minority poor.'

If the nat on's settlerm:nts are allowed to tran,form
in accordance with the changing requirements of an
emerging 21st-century economy and society, the tran-
sitional costs cannot be ignored, even though they

may result in long-term benefits for the nation. The suffer-
ing of people caught in the evolution of Niger urban eco-
nomic systems is a day-to-day phenomenon and slfould not
be approached in the detached manner of an urban histor-
ian. An urban economy that is no longer confined to central
cities and that can no longer provide services for the depen-
dent poor or jobs for unskilled or displaced workers shifts
the burden of change to those who are least able to bear it.
Efforts to help the urban underclass should not be limited by
underemphasizing or ignoring alternative policy responses
simply because they do not protect city-based political
power or restore cities to their former lofty positions.

Such social distress experienced by an urban under-
class of the poor and the dependent who have been left
behind in the cities is the focus of this chapter: In addition
to the policy orientation problem outlined above, this sec-
tion also discusses various methods of reducing social dis-
tress: assisting people who wist to relocate to places that
hold economic opportunities ar d retraining the displaced
worker and training the unskilled worker to enable them ta
take part in the job market mainstream, 53
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Cities are called on to display two disparate sets of charac-
teristics. First, they must exhibit enough stability to meet
the essential needs of their resident citizens and nonresi-
dent constituents. Far more Americans directly depend on
cities daily than live in or even visit them. The emphasis is
on continuity, being a predictable source of respite and
relief, opportunity and order. At the same time, cities must
be sufficiently flexible to adapt to the economic and demo-
graphic trends that constantly transform their relation-
ships with their residents, neighboring localities, the
region, the nation, and the world. The myriad responsi-
bilities that they are ass!med do not vary predictably with
the resources that they have available. As levels of popula-
tion and employment fluctuate in a community, one or
more forms of urban distress often result.

Urban distress is a generic term that includes both
institutional and individual aspects. Both forms of urban
distress are not new, but given the traditional welfare func-
tions of cities in urban societies, the distress afflicting
urban institutions is relatively recent in origin. For the
large older cities, institutional distress can be traced to the
limited flexibility of historical political institutions and
fiscal arrangements to adapt to fluctuating urban condi-
tions and circumstances. Deteriorating physical structures
and shortfalls in funding municipal services have become
both' cause and consequence of departing households and
employment opportunities.

By contrast, the distress afflicting individuals is an
age-old aspect of urban life. This social distress relates to
the roles that cities have always performed for the larger
societyto provide services, to acculturate newcomers,
and to supply job opportunities for the unskilled or the
inadequately skilled. Consequently, just as a hospital is the
perennial setting for illness and attempts to treat it, cities
have been the collection point for people in need of income,
education, housing, health care, and employment.

A regional reality overlays this analysis. Social (indi-
vidual) distress is more likely to be found in the South,
while fiscal and economic (institutional) distress are more
likely to be found in the Northeast. Whether socioeconomic
conditions are measured by overall income levels, percent-
ages of poverty, or per capita income* southern urban resi-
dents are poorer than urban residents in the rest of the
country. Thal regional reality must be qualified, however,
by recog that most indicators of social distress are
not limit k) specific regions, and that tremendous dis -!r-
sity emir, n Al regions. Assistance that keys squarely
on regiot :gets may lose its capability to differentiate
within regions and to direct aid to subregional locations
and their residents

1 A

Social Distress
in an
Urban Context
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In the past half-century, the least distressed house-
holds have been able to migrate to the suburbs and be-
yond, leaving nehind an urban underclassthe poor and
the powerless, the disadvantaged and the dependent. Iron-
ically, conditions in cities may appear to have become
worse largely because cities have performed their functions
for society so well. Unlike hospitals, which measure their
success by their capability to discharge patients whose
health has been restored, the success of cities is evaluated
by the circumstances of those left behind.

Our cities may never be rid of social distress, even
though both individual and institutional distress may be
the subject of meaningful amelioration. Although each can
nourish the other, fiscal and economic distress do not nec-
essarily accompany, social distress. Where they coexist,
independent policies may required. Consequently, insti-
tutional remedies, such as strategies of metropolitan reor-
ganization, aid to le-- governments and businesses, or
even functional aid programs in manpower development,
housing, transportation, or local economic development,
may do little or nothing to assuage social distress.

Most current federal aid programs that are directed at ame- Responding to
horating urban distress focus on problems more closely institution. '
associated with intermediary institutions (including schools, Versus
workplaces, departments of local government or neighbor- Individual
hoods) than with individuals directly. One reason for this Distress
focus is the widely appreciated linkages between' circum-
stances afflicting people and those afflicting places and
institutions. Although such linkages exist, reliance on
policy instruments that relieve institutional distress. in
order to relieve individual distress may overly simplify a
bewildering and complex pattern of relationships.

Urban policy that is designed to remedy the problems
facing people indirectly by remedying the problems facing
local governments or businesses directly deserves some
reanalysis Policies aimed at remedying fiscal, economic,
and/or physical structure distress may help remedy the ills
of distressed cities without necessarily-having much impact
on the ills afflicting an urbar, underclass. In addition, such
federal aid policies with an explicit urban focus are intended
to alleviate povertya condition associated with life in
cities, but not exclusively so.

Despite the importance of recognizing the general dis-
tress created by shifting local and regional economic bases,
which have often resulted in imbalances between resoui ces
and responsibilities,

neutralizing the old city's fiscal legacy is only
one step in an attack on the basic urban problem
That basic problem is viewed . not as one of city 55



governments, but rather of city residents, and in
particular . . . the continuing concentration of the
minority poi,r in cities offering diminishing job
opportunities.'

Urban poverty, reflected in chronic unemployment,
episodic displacement, or unemployability, is probably
more directly the consequence of the lack of marketable
skills, locational mismatches between jobs and people, and
the problems of job access in structured labor markets than
of deficiencies in other forms of capital. Although eco-
nomic opportunity may exist in abundance, urban poverty
persists in the midst of plenty because of the maldistribu-
tion of that opportunity or access barriers to it.

In large part, then, urban poverty requires an approach
that emphasizes the potential for a redistribution of economic
opportunity and/or the unemployed or underemployed who
can weik. Linking people to economic opportunity has
never been accomplished exclusively within localities.
Rather, it has often required that people relocate to set-
tings where opportunities exist. Jobs-to-people urban strat-
egies should be supplemented by more emphasis on people-
to-jobs strategies and programs, which assist people willing
to migrate to the location of new opportunities. Urban pro-
grams aimed solely at ameliorating poverty where it occurs
may not help either the locality or the individual if the net
result is to shackle distressed people to distressed places.

Urban programs may also provide direct assistance to
those for whom the functioning of local, regional, and na-
tional labor markets is largely irrelevant. For the dispro-
portionate number of the unskilled, minority youth,
females heading households, elderly, and even some work-
ing poor who may temporarily or permanently comprise an
urban underclass, assistance tied to job expansion or other
community and economic development approaches may be
largely ineffectual. For those who cannot work, aid inde-
pendent of economic development strategies is required.

In the coming decade, many communities most certainly Industrial
will experience a continuing inability to compensate fully Transformation
for their loss of economic vitality, which is so often and the
tied to the transformation of their economic bases. This Displaced'
situation will probably persist even though the bulk of out- Worker
migi anon of people and jobs, income and capital, is prob-
ably completed. In the not too distant future, an adjust-
ment pr xess could well unfold in some older large cities,
accompi med oy local revitalization at new, lower levels of
population and employment. However, the massive losses
of industrial employment probably will not be recouped,
ei.en dunk, cyclical upswings in the nation's economy, and 56
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the middle class probably will not return to the central
city in large numbers. Chances are that this prediction will
also be valid for newer cities, suburbs, and entire metro-
politan areas.

Challenging the "myth of the return of manufactur-
ing," the "forces leading to the dechne of cities and
regions are powerful and the federal government cannot
reverse them," and so the nation must accept that "manu-
facture ; is the past, not the future, of older central cities.'"
Instead, the economic function of cities is changingfrom
a center for production to one of service consumption. The
inability of the service sector to compensate fully for man-
ufacturing employment losses makes the picture even more
stark. In addition, the compressed Limeframes involved in
the transformation process also hamper adaptation.

In the wake of this transformation, greater priority
should be 'given to the displaced worker who bars the
brunt of industrial restructuring and disinvestment. Future
national, regional, and local economic planning should
nurture the creation and adoption of new institutions to
,sist 'the displaced worker. Efforts should be made to
train or retrain these workers to make them competitive in
rapidly changing labor markets. For exlinple, assisted
mid-life retooling becomes increasingly more important
because industries that workers enter in their youth can
often lose their 'competitiveness while the .worker is too
young to retire or too laden with family responsibilities to
incur alone the costs of new skills acquisition.

In addition, where possible and desirable, displaced
workers should be assisted in migrating, if they so choose,
to places offering more opportunities. A more equitable
incomeslipolicy also could be developed to reduce unjusti-
fied income inequality among people and regions. Addi-
tionally, workers in threatened industries could be encour-
aged and assisted in increasing their participation at the
work site in order to improve worker productivity.

A current major urban policy theme has stressed aiding Improving
people where they live by implementing various jobs-to- Access to
people strategies. Improvenient in the condition of the ur- Economic
ban poor principally has relied on narrowly defined urban Opportunity:
economic development efforts to revitalize economically Relocation
declining cities that have been traditionally dependent on and Retraining
manufacturing. tt

...-This general policy theme has been legitimized largely
through the War on Poverty efforts and related place-
oriented policy, such as urban renewal, the Model Cities
program, the Crmmunity Action program, as well as more
recent federal aid transfers to local governments and neigh-
borhoods. However, such policy stands in contradistinction 57
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to the historical role of migration as the dominant means
of linking people to opportunity.

"A common thread of all mass migrations in U.S. his-
tory has been the search for economic opportunity.
. Migration is perhaps best defined as one form of
human response to the uneven spatial distribution of oppor-
tunities and resources." During the first half of this cen-
tury, our nation's poor have migrated on a mass scale, par-
ticularly the rural poor moving into northern cities. The
migration west and south of people seeking economic
opportunity also has assumed major proportions.

Although aided over past decades imr .easurably by
technological advances, the mobility of Americans today is
increasingly limited by a variety of social, legal, and Insti-
tutional factors. States and suburban communities are voic-
ing no-growth or restrictive growth sentiments that are
often aimed at reducing environmental degradation. Minor-
ities and hotiseholds of certain compositions (single per-
sons, single parent families) are often limited to selected
residential areas because of the unavailability of appro-
priate housing, jobs, transportation, and special services
!such as day care) and the more subtle barriers of sex, race,
and lifestyle discrimination Middle-clasE mobility and
migration are hampered by tremendous financial and psy-
chological investments in housing and commungy, and the
difficulty of refinancing and relocating aho,usehold with
two or more working members. The spatial segregation of
the young, the old, the single, and the poor also increasingly
translates into migration barriers for Americans. For these
reasons, as well as "tilts" in contemporary urban policy
that inadvertently anchor unemployed and displaced work-
ers while attempts are made to import economic oppor-
tunity, short-distance mobility and long-distance migra-
tion are increasingly perceived as unattractive or irrelevant
strategies for linking people with economic opportunity.

Urban policies today subtly reinforce the notion that,
an urban underclass is best helped "In place." Certainly,
part of this conviction is based on the belief that big 'qty
bureaucracies can relatively efficiently identify the poor
and distribute money and in-kind services to them. Admin-
istrative handling of problems is generally considered more
efficient if the poor are concentrated within political juris-
dictions. The fact that the poor and their multiple afflic-
tions might also t"e aggravated through this concentration
process has not always been fully appreciated. Although
dispersing a problem may not solve it. a healthier environ-
ment may reduce the contagion effect, as illustrated by the
urban ghetto, that militates against urban remedies.

Other, less charitable reasons exist for the lack of sup-
port for developing policies that assist neople with prob-
lems to relocate from places with problems. The national 58



perspective on local urban strategies is conditioned by a
wide variety of social and political factor- Middle-class
whitesand middle-class blacks .ard their social and
physical separation from t' urban underclass. An array
ot political forces (zoning restrictions, building codes) sup-
ports an approach that keeps the poor where they are. Fur-
thermore, the nation's elected officials understandably
prefer urban p'licies and aid strategies that are oriented
toward places, because these tools allow them to enhance
their resources in an urba% system that continues to make
more political, than socia. or economic, sense. Final.;, the
recent development of community opposition to gi owth of
any sort to avoid ensironmeilfal degradation and natural
resource distress also is °Pim a ihns!y "Piled attempt to
keep out the poor, ,specially the minority pcor.

Tor the reasons, related to social exclusion, political
base protection, and policy inertia, the United States has
no program

to help underemployed, unemployed, and low
invorne persons in lagging areas to move and find
employment in areas with greater opportunities.
European experience . . together with labor
mobility demonstration projec s in the United
'states, hale shown that such programs are effec-
tive Failure to institute a permanent program
ot comprehensive relocation assisiaoce is perhaps
the most deficient aspect of . . spatial resource
alt-,cation in the United States

I he United States is virtually the only developed cap-
italist nation without policies or programs that assist the
migration of people who are willing to follow employment
opportunities In Europe, mobility assistance programs are
retatRely well developed and enjoy consu:Table legitimacy.
Presumabls some portions of such people-to-Jobs policy
strategies could he imported.

The (-from/awn for Economic Cooperation and De-
velopment has considered several relocation assistance
,trategtes used to Europe

t_srablishment of a national employment informa-
tion clearinghouse to facilitate interregional migra-
tions among regional labor markets.
Fiovision of (rasei assistance for workers who are
relocating tit start specific Jobs.
Frt:sision ot money to assist workers to i:cramute
Jul iiig. 'it. t.ct y a ft cr finding a %it; m another
Imalits and hetcre relocating their household.
Proision of transitional assistance to ease the
burden of reloLatio- , while awaiting the
tint poLheLk

.)
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Manuel., .e of room and board facilitie_ subsi-
d or single workers, especially when they t el
to _An training required by a job
Provision of youth hostels for relocated young
workers.
Provision of separation and trawl allowances for
married workers who have founu distant jobs and
who need assistance to return hoine for sists in-
stead of or Prior to relocating the family
Subsidization or complete coverage of moving cost,
Provision of housing search and resettlement as-
sistance.

Reciprocal information networks among regions, indus-
tries, and segmen:s of the labor force, as well as mones
and in-kind adjustment services, also appear to be crucial
to the successful operation of a relocation program

Many large public and private sector employers
already provide these and many other relocation aids for
their white-collar workers Unfortunately, such transition
and migration assistance packages are generally not
available for unemployed or underemployed persons. Ac-
tions to aid the urban underclass therefore should focus on
devt loping migration assistance for those who wish to par-
ticipate. Although the expense may not be insignificant,
this package of short-term aid could well serve as a
subs i itution for relatively long-term welfare payments,
whict. at best maintain, but seldom improve, the cir-
cumstances of the displaced worker.

The exportability of these strategies from the Euro-
pean experience to our own is a ,:.istifiable concern, espe-
cially considering the distribution patterr of the U.S
economy and the decentralization of our political struc-
ture Fortunately, the results of a series of mobility demon
stration projects conducted by the Department of Labor
between 1965 and 1969 lend support for the viability of
these kinds of labor relocation programs Under their
aegis, some 14,000 unemployed and underemployed work-
ers were relocated with the assistance of relocation allow-
ances The results indicated that the vast majority were sat-
isfied with their moves and that they probably would not
have !wen able to relocate without the assistance

Cash allowances are probably less important than non-
cash forms of assistance. Help in locating a home, arrange-
ment of preemployment trips for interviews and training,
family relocotion counseling, and an extensive and respon-
sive lob clearing systein to match workers with employm_nt
opportunities in regional ard national job markets arc
particularly essential Reiatnitg individual workers to
appropriate labor markets reflects the likelihood that access
to the relative( small-scale labor market within metropol;tan 60
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areas (where the social and economic barriers between cen-
tral city and suburb would have to be crossed) may be far
more difficult than breaking into reiatively similar labor
markets between metropolitan areas or entire regions. In
many instances, for an unemployed laborer in Buffalo to
move into a job matching his qualifications in Phoenix
may be more feasible than resoling a local mismatch be-
tween the location of jobs and the residence of workers

The judicious combination of support services and
relocation wants would be bent.ficial to workers and their
families as they negotiate the extremely complex regional
and natio, I labor market systems These strategies would
also p-obably meet current popul-r demands for efficiency:

IS1oLiety benefits greatly from these relocation
projects.. These pilot projects show that there
is a sizeable group of unemployed workers who
are willing to relocate to obtain employment. Pio-
% iding reocation assistance to these people is the
least expensise governmental method of providing
employment for them. For those unwilling or un-
able to mose,iunemployment insurance and wel-
fare payments will be as ailable. What is important
is gn, mg the unemployed worker a choice, rather
than indemning him to unemployment.

Robust federal efforts in manpower deselopment and
training w ere initiated nearly two decades ago The Man-
power Deselopment and Training Act of 1962 established
for the federal government a dominant role in the financing
and administration of a variety of programs aimed at ac-
quiring skills, developing employability, and providing
jobs and work experience The Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act of 1971 significantly shifted the control of
program funding to local goy ernments, although the fiscal
dependemc of localities on the federal government was
demonstrably increased in the process

A I age proportion of the urban underclass cannot he
absorbed into the private sector economy because they lack
skills demanded by modern society Efforts should con-
tinue to train those who have neser had marketable skills
and to rot am those whose skills have been rendered obso-
lete or redundant With the ultimate goal of securing pri
vate sector employment for these workers, supper mental
and transitional public employment programs are justified
so that all who can w ork are able to do so. Improved access
to economic opportunity through relocation or retraining

both is less relesant for a sizeable portion of the urban
underclass who ,annot work and for those who work in
low wage sectors of the eLonornv As always this residual

Liss ,;in hest he assisted through a rntire onherent _hlend of
social policies and programs 61
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Any effort to revitalize the nation's economy necessarily
requires an examination of local economic conditions and
circumstances in relation to national and international eco-
nomic and geopolitical trends. To some extent, although
not entirely, the large-scale trends suggest that the articuli:
ton withir.a national economic system requires more than
linking people and Jobs within local or regional market,
Although workers may be permanently unemploye,..I oc
underemployed in one region, opportunities

in
are (at

best) illusory in their communities may exist in other hear
or distant places and may be realized by assisting in their
relocation Whereas so many economic development poli-
cies have been relatively ineffective in bringing Jobs to peo-
ple, in the very least a people-to-Jobs emphasis derives
potency from the fact that It works with, rather than
against, larger economic and social trends.

In the light of the large-scale economic transforma-
tions under way, policies that hold the di.,tressed nlace-
distressed people linkage inviolate, and th:a try to improve
the fortunes of both in each other's presence, may be mis-
guided and misinformed. Publr policy should seek to
loosen the tie between distressed people and distressed
place Just as a ,.ariety of technological developments has
loosened the ties between industry and its traditional urban
location
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Chapter 6

Reappreciating
THE ROLE OFT

The 20th-century deconcentration of residences
and workplaces has strained the historical rela-
tionships among levels of government within our
federal system. Coincident with this trend has

been the concentration of power in and the assignment of
increasing responsibilities to ever higher levels of govern-
ment. This phenomenon is reflected in the remarkable
growth of the public sectorfirst at the federal level and
later at the local and state levels.

Although many extralocal governmental bureaucra-
cies (state, regional, national) have grown exceedingly ca-
pable and influential in the past several decades, the 1970s
witnessed a conscious effort to decentralize certain respon-
sibilities for funding and administration from the federal
to the local level. Thus, whether our focus is the centralizing
dynamic of the period spanning the New Deal to the Great
Society, or the decentralizing dynamic of New Federalism,
one discovers that federal-local relationships have been
continuously shaped and reshaped. As a result, local gov-
ernments have become responsible for some functions pre-
viously reserved for higher levels of government, but have
only highly variable capacities to assume them.

Considerable analysis has been made of the relation-
ship between governmental structure and social and eco-
nomic conditions. The issue often becomes when and under
what conditions, not whether, the federal go...nment
should aid locai governments. However, as legal entities,
cities are the creations of states. Therefore, any policy with
implications for local governmental structure and func-
tioning should also involve state governments.

States specify, by charter or articles of incdrporation,
which powers localities may exercise and to what extent.
Cities retain only those powers explicitly granted. States
establish local governmental boundaries, functions, and
revenue sources They constrain annexation processes, de-
termine the locations of major capital expenditure projects
and development investments, and apportion the financial
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responsibilities for welfare and education among substate
jurisdictions. States define the public services that locali-
ties provide, mandate their levels, and dictate municipal
tax arrangements, including type, rate, and permitted ex-
emptions. As the "constitutional parent of local govern-
ment," states often unknowingly reinforce, through com-
mission as well as omission, a large portion of the cir-
cumstances that cities must. cope with. For instance, most
states assume little responsibility for financing local educa-
tion, shifting these burdens onto often strained local prop-
erty tax bases. Yet, states are often woefully tardy in
reforming the administration of the property tax, especially
with respect to uniform full-value assessment. Further-
more, not only do a fifth of the states lack a state income
tax, but stales historically have forbidden localities to
adopt a commuter tax or an income tax to bolster their
revenue-generating capabilities.

Federal urban policy cannot afford to bypass and ig-
nore states. A key to policy interventions that can restruc-
ture the incentives, oppottunities, and constraints under
which localities operate is found at the state level of gov-
ernment. However, only a very few states currently are
willing or politically disposed to assume significantly
greater resp, risibilities for cities in their jurisdictions,
despite tneir increased capability to do so.

Rectifying inattentiveness and inadequacy at the state
level might well be considered a major thrust of federal
policy interventions in the decade ahead. Ambitious state
action is required to modernize the structure-, the revenue
sources, and the service responsibilities of local govern-
ments in urban areas. The federal government could create
the incentives for states to undertake these efforts.

What might state governments do? In most general
terms, states should turn to two tasks. First, they should
consider providin direct financial assistance to distressed
citizens and turisdi,tions to ameliorate the distress condi-
tions for which they are partly responsible. Second, they
should allow, and indeed encourage, the revision of local
government fiscal bases More specifically, states could
assume responsioility for some services historically assigned
to local governments k elementary and secondary educa-
tion, welfare). They could establish systems of statewide
revenue sharing and categorical assistance to distressed
localities, and encourage metropolitan tax-base sharing
where annexation is no longer feasible or desirable.

States should review the property tax system, reexam-
ining, for example, user charges or selected municipal
services as an alternative to the ex :ssive reliance by most
communities on the property tax. States could help lo-
calities weigh the merits of contracting for the private
provision of some traditional public services. Because local 66



governments often are accused of being "underbureau-
cratized," having neither the institutional nor the proce-
dural structures to manage services, property, land, or
finances efficiently, states could assist in modernizing
these facets of local government.

States could strengthen or modify local powers to
match the responsibilities for growth and decline manage-
ment that localities have inherited. They could integrate
their own tr.. 'ng powers and objectives more rationally
with those of substate jurisdictions. States could explore
the wide range of tax policies, regulations, legislation, and
incentive systems to ensure that local efforts are consistent
with development efforts among all substate urban and
rural areas.

Through inducements and constraints, states could in-
fluence the land.use policies liow wielded"largely for local
purposes; they also could seek to reassume certain la ad-use
control powers that have been delegated historically to lo-
calities. Through their regulatory and oversight capacities,
states could impose standards for a wide array of activities
common to all localities. Through the owning and acquisi-
tion of land, states could assume a more purposive role in
influencing the patterns of urban growth and decline.

In short, although urban problems do not respect the
jurisdictional boundaries of local governments, policy in-
terventions aimed at urban problems do. Accordingly,
states should take the lead in adapting substate govern-
ments to the problems that are spilling beyond the bound-
aries of local municipalities. For those metropolitan areas
that spread over state boundaries, the same principle of an
increased policy presence for states should be employed
cooperatively between the affected ,states.

In reviewing the rather considerable powers of the states,
and their potential to craft comprehensive urban develop-
ment policies to supplement, if not substitute for, federal
efforts, The President's National Urban Policy Report(s)
have noted the efforts already undertaken by selected
states across the colony. Thirty-five states, along with
several dozen cities or metropolitan areas, have initiated
broadly based citizen efforts to anticipate and prepare for
growth and decline processes, and to harness ,the creative
energies of state-local partnerships to intervene in and to
influence the results of those processes.

Forty-two states provide preferential tax relief for
agricultural land and open space, 34 states are involved in
coastal zone management, 13 states have special legislation
protecting critical environmental areas, and 5 states re-
quire permits for developments with regional impacts.
Fifteen states have adopted new land-use legislation, and
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nearly all 50 states have taken steps to bolster the state role
in problems of land use and growth management. Colo-
rado, Florida, Hawaii, Oregon, Maine, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, North Carolina, and Vermont are in the van-
guard of states that have assumed a major intervenor role
in land-use management since the mid-1960s.

The intergovernmental structures and processes link-
ing federal and local levels of government are key entry
points into the urban policy process. Since states should be
brought into full partnership with other levels of govern-
ment, fiscal relationships provide an opportunity for that
process to begin.

The most important category of revenue growth for
local governments has been intergovernmental aid. Direct
tederal aid to local governments has grown dramatically in
recent years. General and countercyclica; revenue sharing,
local public works funding, and Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act (CETA) programs have become
bonds of dependence as well as conduits for funds to local
areas Because the federal budget is increasingly subject to
trimming and most state budgets are reporting surpluses,
the time is right fcr states to become more actively in-
volved in the functioning and financing of local govern-
ments. No uniform strategy can be suggested for all states,
because the number of functions performed by local gov-
ernments and the fiscal arrangements necessary to perform
them vary considerably. Nonetheless, the character of a
state government and its relationships to local and federal
levels of government should be a major focus during the
coming decade.
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Chapter 7

RP

1,,NC711\\;(_-; URBAN
AMER!C OWARD

New Federal
Policy Role

Because of the ongoing transformation of our cen-
tral cities and the current deconcentration trends
influencing that transformation, our nation's
cities are experiencing economic and fiscal dis-

tress, while their residents are suffering from social dis-
tress. Such overall urban distress has invited a sequence of
vigorous federal responses. As a result, for two decades the
national government has developed its urban policy on a
program-by-program basis and with a locational focus.
But is this form of response appropriate?

To answer that question, several background queries
need to be answered: What should be the ultimate concern
of federal urban policypeople or places? How should fed-
eral policy responses b.: targeted? How responsive are the
present allocational mechanisms? How should the urban
impacts of nonurban federal policies be addressed? Finally,
is a national urban policy, as it is currently conceived and
implemented, the appropriate federal response to urban
problems? Such questions are explored in this chapter.

The diversity of problems afflicting the nation's cities and Peopa
their governments, businesses, and residents reflect long- Versus-Place,
term changes unfolding across several spatial scalescities, Orientations
suburbs, nonmetropolitan areas, multistate regions. This
situation has recently invited remedy through broad-
gauge urban policies and programs administered by a cen-
tralized policy machinery. Nevertheless, federal initiatives
in urban policy have always been hobbled by the choice be-
tween two approaches: to help people directly or to ala
them indirectly by helping local places, governments, and
businesses directly. The people-versus-place orientation,
although in some sense a phantom distinction because of
the interdependence of the two, nonetheless has been a
salient issue in urban policies of the past two decades.

Historically a general riace orientation in federal urban
policy has been the unavoidable consequence of the way
political power is tied to and reflect political representation
by Congressional districts In general terms, Congressional 71
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support for urban policy initiatives is often the net result of
the activities of all those who believe that a proposal bene-
fits their district, state, or region, versus those who judge
that it does not. Such political calculations unavoidably
reflect a certain ultimate concern for the fates and fortunes
of specific places. Understandably, the political system
therefore has had great difficulty dealing with a truly na-
tional issue without first translating it Into countless, nar-
row parochial issues, because eventually political support
and votes will be tied to local and regional calculations 6f
self-Interest.

The contemporary commitment to a dominant place
orientation in recent urban policy reflects both the struc-
ture of our political system and the experience of past
policy initiatives. Even during times of unparalleled pros-
perity, pockets and even regions of disadvantage and dis-
tress have persisted. General macroeconomic policies have
been unable to eliminate the poverty and distress o. partic-
ular places. Fiscal and monetary policies have not been
sufficiently surgical to root out and ameliorate localized
distress. Likewise, transfer payments of aid, which so
often are allocated to people and local governments on the
basis of many factors other than need, also have been
unable to eliminate distress in the midst of prosperity.

By default, yet consistent with the decentralization of
federal power begun in the early 1970s, the backbone of
federal urban policy initiatives has become a narrowly
circumscribed concept of local economic development.
There has been great emphasis placed on revitalizing
specific places by stimulating local participation and
leveraging private sector resources, with the assumption
that alleviating the distress of specific places also would
alleviate the distress of people in due course. Although in-
stances of success do exist, the results for most distressed
localities have not been encouraging. A wide variety of
federal assistance programs are underused by distressed
localities, owing in pat t to the insignificance of the size of
the aid, a limited awareness of the programs' existence, a
reluctance to depend on the federal government as a work-
ing partner, the regulation strings attached to federal
money, and the aura of uncertainty concerning future
funding or policy goals

Arising out of the current tederal policy emphasis on Need 1

aiding specitic places is the need for a method to identify Assessment
those pLces r-quiring ,,sistance The favored approach is and the
the notion of taiF,snifig What is the aim? The identiftea- Targeting of
non and amelioration of need an extremely illusie target Federal Aid
for any polio et tort 72



No satisfying overall definition exists of what consti-
tutes "need" in urban society, nor is it likely that one ever
will. to its absence, proxy indicators must suffice. Urban
need has three major dimensions: social, economic, and fis-
cal, which correspond roughly to the problems experienced
by people, businesses, and local governments. "Social
need" may be present if high proportions of the residents
in a place are living in poverty, experiencing high rates of
unemployinent, or living in a location characterized by
poor housing, poor schools, and high crime rates. Like-
wise, "economic need" may be experienced if cities have
difficulty maintaining their economic bases because busi-
nesses do not expand in place or because they transfer part
or all of their act:vities to alternative locations in the metro-
politan area, in the region, to other regions, or out of the
country altogether. "Fiscal need" may be identified if clues
experience a growing imbalance betwegi expenditure re-
quirements and revenue-raising capabilitIA Perennially im-
balanced budgets, large debts, high taxes, low liquidity, a id
low bond ratings, as well as public service packages that do
not reflect current service needs and a declining capability
to meet those needsall are symptoms of fiscal need.

Although these various needs ma' - interrelated, they
do not necessarily occur together a.. f the time. Social
needs have been most severe in southern cities, regardless
of site, and in large midwestern cities. Economic needs
tend to be concentrated in large northeastern and midwest-
ern cities. Fiscal ,reeds are most rronounced in medium
and large southern and northeastern cities and in large
midwestern cities.

Given these circumstances, choosing one dimension or
even combinations of urban need to target federal aid to dis-
tressed people, places, and local governments is diffic alt.
In addition, specification of targets by need will cont nue
to be hampe d by the lack of definitional consensus; by a
lack of timei), accurate, and relevant 'ata; and by the nec-
essary adoption of general indicators at the sacrifice of
useful details that a.-e so important to understanding the
problems of people, businesses, and local governments in
specific places

The concept of targeting has broad appeal as a policy
syrr -,o1 because federal resources for urban problems are
quite modest and have been declining in real dollar terms
since the late 19'70s. Funds allocated through targeting are
intended to achieve greater efficiency and equity through
rcelv ribut ion The search for redistributive equity through
the unequal treatment of people or places exhibiting un-
equal need is reasonably well appreciated, despite the polit-
ical tendency to diaribute scarce funds relatively broadly.
However, the search for allocative efficiency is clouded in
ambiguity A politically tit not necessarily economically) 73



efficient allocation of resources is often judged to be achieved
in one of two waysby putting the money where it will do
the most gocJ, or by putting the money where it is most
needed. Clearly, the allocations across localities achieved
by these different strategies need not, and moss, likely never
will, be identical.

To date, some evidence exists to suggest that funds can
he reasonably well targeted. Limited federal resources have
been successfully directed to places where the needs are
greatest, as measured by the accepted need assessment
tools. However, this result may simply mean that once the

'decision is made about whereto aim, the funds seem to get
to the desired locations. This outcome says nothing about
whether the selected allocation pattern and associated out-
comes are the most efficient, effective, or even a marginal
improvement over other possible distributions.

Another point should be appreciated: The funds avail-
able to allocate are so inadequate relative to the identified
needs, and the urtderlying theories of local economic and
community development and revitalization are so rudi-
mentary, that even totally efficient targeting may have no
substantial effect in slowing down the transformation of our
nation's urban places. This latter realization, it would ap-
pear, :s crucial. All others may be derivative or secondary.

The dominant place orientation of current urban policies is Federal Aid
dependent on a targeting capability that uses territorially Allocation
defined localities (cities, metropolitan areas, counties, states, Mechan sms
regions) as units of analysis. Even though in many cases
the ultimate goal of federa! urban policies is to aid people
indirectly by aiding places directly, a place=oriented federal
policy strategy depends on the capacity to identify and to
direct resources to selected localities. The distribution pat-
tern of iederal tunds to specific places, and the more obscure
pattern of urban results In these places, are critically depen-
dent on the mechanisms used to allocate federal resources.

In the past two decades, two principal mechanisms for
allocating federal aid have been usedproject grants and
formula grants. Project grants distribute funds on a com-
petitive cr discretionary basis, where both the discretion
and they competition remain largely at the federal level.
Consequently, successful applicants must use the funds for
relatively specific and predetermined purposes. Formula
grants, on the other hand, reduce federal discretion, he-
cause local eligibility is specified by law or regulation. The
allocative mechanism is a formula that guides the distri-
bution of funds according to the distribution of some other
resource (such as population) or circumstance (such as the
unemployment rate) The competition and discretion sur-
rounding alternative uses for these funds are shifted more
toward the local levels of government. 74
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formula grants break down into three typescategor:-
Lal, block, and unrestricted Categorical grams involve a for-
mula that directs funds to relatively narrowly defined uses,
suLh as law enforcement assistance. Block grant formulas,
such as Lommunity developmert block grants (CDBGs),
alloLate funds or more generic purposes, and the specifics
are hammered ouit the local lo,e1. Unrestricted funds,

iLh as general revenue sharing (GRS), are distrait:. 1 to
the local lesel to reLosely general purposes

( urrently, there are nearly 150 formula-'oased categor-
iLal grants to state and local governments; 130 of th6e are
based on some measure of nee:!. Formula-based grants to-
gether distribute nearly $50 billion annually to state and
10Lal governments 1 he formulas nary, depending on the
intended Li-es for the tunds. Many use a single factor such
as population to allocate funds. Others use combinations
ot taLtors with diffe-ential weights in order to cal.brate the

ot et ft:Lis desired on the chosen targets.

In the past decade, Congress has shifted away from re-
ItafiLe on sLattereci categortcal grants. Receni emphasis has
hcen in a few, large block and unrestricted grants (CDBG,
(IR', and ( I TA), thus altering the character and substance

i;:derai provrammatiL intervention into urban affairs

f he cwilit ion ot the federal strategy of "government by Responsiveness
places great weight on a very weak plankhow and

need is identified Any conclusion about the fairness of Effectiveness
ailoL tt ions depends on prior specification of goals and on of Federal
the usic ot the proxy Ind, ..ators of need tt at are used to Allocations
,,onstruLt the formula it addition, formula-based aid
strategic,' art only superficially objective and mechanistic,
heLause the apt ot Lai .;c'ilrIg is basically political. The truth
01 that allegation is seta, clearly when attempts are
made to tarn, ,kith urnonal formulas, reilrgeting then,
to aLhie, 'litterent allocation outcomes.

he urban impaL. o' federal assistance depend not
!ink on the inethod of allocating resources, but also on
wl' to the resources .ire directed and how thi are used
I or Cl.111101e, ',ubstarmal proportions of the funds distrib-
uted by tormul, go directk to local governments Several
got :onsequt.nce are associated with this allocation
,tiatcg, I it-Nt, such arrangements often bypass state gov-
cr time t, under the assumption that the federal and local
k\ el, of government better understand local needs and ate

') the people I ,ns situation makes it extremely
' for states to in bringing couerence to the mill-

_tried de.Liopment activities across substate
unit ,r to ieortent th.:ir planning focus to metropolitan

ather than loLalitit, 75



A seLond consequence of this local goernment focus
is that localities are often iased to carts out national polies
goals implicit Is oen though the federal funds recessed are
not sufficient The temptation ) exists to recreate the
or,iamiational complexits of the federal bureaucracy at
local and state leeis sinipls to achlee a mesh between the
respeuke bureaucracies

tlthough cities in general benefit trop; these alloLatke
arrang_ments, the political realm dictates that scarce re-
sours_es are dispersed User a large number of jurisdictions
I he consequence of this action is that inN potential potency
that might he reahred in a concentrated form is diluted as
re-iarces are spread think throughout the nation. The
structure of political power, not need in an of its tradi-
tional matutestahon,, heLotne, the template for distributing
fe_feral funds I he federal Lapaut to concentrate assi,-
tance for those people or places exhibiting the greatest dis-
tress thus is weakened Indeed, the linuteu capacity of fed-
eral funds to amenot ate the consequences of major trends
ut this ,ountn. Is being squandered b!, the eri allocational
and political arrangemcnts that make them a,allab4i.

The poli,s of spreading funds across all jurisdictions
combined with the eLonomic and demographic deconcen-
rration of the past decades has resulted in a shift of political
power awa from large central cities to the athantage of
suburbs and small Lutes I or example, in recent }ears, the
number of recipient iurisdictions ha', increased 40 percent,
but as &table t unds hae risen hs only 15 percent. Although
in general more tedet al funds ha.,i been directed to ones
hs tormula grants than project gr tilts, the traditional Late-
goriLal grant programs, which ha.e lost much of their pop-

disiohute more resources to cities (especial(} large
cities) thin block gr int programs

edema! policies that mairy a place orientation with a
formula alloc, tis e theaanism almost dictate that kinds
wilt he Whited to the dINLI_k magi. of the most distressed
people and :he most distressed places I ut.ds end up being
aallahle 'o people and places that hite relatRck less
used I he moral autho; its undergirding national goals can
.'f'en become eclipsed more locahred agendas In addi-
Hon, he rnor_ politkails popular, tormula-bLhed bloLk
_ran' Int rumen: ,aa undetnune the oninnal purpose of
p, tedera' mom:\ oft those people and on those

'hat th2 u,00 neer]

pimp,. _n.t 1/4, Ind,i,toal athl household dek.onLentra- The l rhan
on t molt ha. proceeded on a Flat' qlAide lesel I edemal impacts of

did no inmate these de:_on\entration pro\ Nonurban
hot this has e irt,teased the pace acrd broadened the at Federal
whisk the \ lase unfolded I molo mem In Policyd population 76
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growthdrawn from central citie o suburban and non-
metropolitan areas in the lndustiial Heartland, to the
West, and more recently to the Southwere marginally
reinforced by a *me range of federal policies. In this sense
the urban impacts of the federal policies implemented by
some 2,0()0 bureaus, agencies, and administrations have
unleashed a wide variety of largely inadvertent spatial tilts
(favoring some places over others) and other urban im-
pacts For example, the billions of dollars spent on federal
efforts via expenditure policies, the tax structure, subsid s,
and regulatory policies, although locationally "blind,"
otten exacerbate rather than ameliorate intra- and inter-
regional disparities "Taken together, these unintended
consequences can and do swamp the impacts of the explicit
programs designed to relieve regional distress."'

Increasingly, the patterns of direct federal outlays to
places, people, or local governments can be monitored to
appreciate better how the federal presence leads to intended
anu unintended conse-uences for urban America. Federal
policies and programs may both exacerbate and alleviate
the problems of people, places, and locai governments. Fed-
eral nonurban policies, such as interstate highway construc-
tion and homeowner mortgage interest tax deductions, have
had more telling urban impacts than explicit urban poll-.
crs Unfortunately, any one policy or program may simul-
taneously have desirable and undesirable urban impacts.

In aggregate, tederal poli_ies have contributed to the
deconcentration of employment and the growing concitn-
tration of poor minorities in central cities, but they have
not been the dominant influence Other factors have been
more powerfulmarket forces, transforming techniques
of production (air conditioning; land-intensive physical
plants, and a rapid decline in the costs ^f data transmittal,
storage, and processing), general affluence, changing size
and composition of househo,ds, and quality-of-life con-
siderations. On balance, federal urban economic policies
have probably had a relative', minor int luence on changing
pattern i economic growth, development, and dectine

Federal policies have ,mpacts an,' influence on at least
four domains. Of pat ticular concern are the influences that
policies and p.ograms might hake, inadvertently or ;lot, on
employment, household and personal income, the sire and
distribution of the population, and the fiscal circumstances
of subnational governments I irst, general impacts are
created by the overall orientation of national policies, such
.is the w wig and waning of Lon it "guns s'rsus but-
ter SuLti shifts in emphases th.s, du iuse consequences
for the more speLi tic policies and programs and the levels
at um, h they arc funded

A second broad -scale influence results in changing
relative prices generally throughout the national economy

Se
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the imposition of wage and price controls, implemen'a-
tion of wage or price subsidies in one or more sectors, and
the regulation ot a wide variety of industries are examples
ot federal interyentions that affect the price, and therefore
the supply, of goods and services throughout the nation.

At a liner level of analysis, federal influence can result
from targeting resources to localities for the purpose of
overcoming a place-oriented deficiency, such as the incapac-
ity Of the local revenue base to adapt to changing soctoeco-
nomi,. conditions Finally, more surgical federal impacts
arise troth efforts to alter relative prices within locali-
ties, wl-u.sh are illustrated by the provision of subsichied
housing, transportation services, or public employment pro-
grams in communities where need has been demonstrated

In general, agg,egate federal outlays car) he 'raced to
Liman impacts that reflect the king-run direction of under-
lying economic and demographic ti-ends pile much
popular consternation suggesting otherwise, it,- federal
hudget is "pro- city," if only slightly, because cities 1;:ceiYe
proportionally more fund flan if the allocations were Jic-
tated only by the location of population thirty six percent
of tederal outlays are allocated to cities of over 50,0(X)
popula kon, even though only 31 percent of tf e nation's
population reside in them It has been reported that

Wile distribution of total federal outlays appears
it) haYe t "neutral" effect on ddterent types ot
titter, khether charatterved by rate ot growth,
unemployment rate, per capita income, or index
of urban conditions Flowey er, medium-stied cities
and central cities typically receive more hinds per
capita than large and small Lines, and suburhan
Laws, respectively

It the distribution ot total tederal outlays is examined
by region, the ellsoarine tpated by person oriented relief

national Lietenset betv een Yarious regions grew between
19'0 aid 1976, with fedora' resources going disproportion-
ately to it in the 'south and West Relief and human
tapical deY,topmeta owl -vs were the most inequitably dis-
tiihuted hetwcto 19' with portions of the In-
dustrial Item dant! giving the least benefits However,
the distributional quines het oxen southern and north
cril cities are etlip,Lef by ,how within each region.

t)iit of this situation arises one important poky issue
that must be toted 44 htthor the panoply of federal policies
that have hten cratted t )r purposes other than explicit urban
outtoines and that h_.,Le spatial Lonsequences outweighing
thoe of sptLititallY uthan and regional polities should
s miehow he tailoted to .1,,hioe more desirable !manorial
ouftotiles I or instante, should en. II onmental regula-
tions, investment tax Lredits, homeowner tax deductions, 78
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and other federal tax policies (all of which hale narrow se-
toral aims as their principal purpose) be manipulated so that
they give greater stress to their locat:onal consequences? It
might he unfeasible and undesirable to bend these non-
urban federal policies to serve piedominantly urban eco-
nomic development objectives

The federal government sp Is billions of dollars
annually in efforts to relieve social, economic, and fiscal
distress throughout the nation. Even as those resources have
increased, knowledge of the interconnections among the
industrial, residential, and public sectors has sensitized us
to the fact that attempts to ameliorate deficiencies and to
lessen the ultra- and intertegional disparities often are exac-
erbated by the net impacts of an uncoordinated and in-
coherent federal presence. Tracing the direct effects on
each individual sector is difficult enough: accounting for
the significance of secondary and indirect impacts turns an
analytic exercise into a captivating art form.

Explicit federal urban policies are probably impor-
tant to what happens in or near our nation's cities than the
panoply of federal social sers tee programs, income redis-
tribution programs, tax policies, intergovernmental trans-
fers, and macroeconomic policies (which affect the avail-
ability and cost of the several factors of pyoduction in the
national economic system and alter the levels of demand
for the goods and services produced) The economic and
demographic geography of the nation is probably trans-
forming with only minimal guidance by explicit federal
urban coheir

he influence of the federal government on urban
America is important to identify an monitor, if not because
it is ultimately so decisive, then certainly because it is so dif-
fuse Its potential to reinforce the underlying demograHlic
and economic dynamics shaping urban Amer .ca far exceeds
its potential to &ten-rine what urban America will become
Its poternial lo reinforce and, in some limited way, condi-
tion the flow c t private sector resources likely exceeds its
ability to use public funds to reach goals independently

1 o hertei or for worse, this nation (JO not have an explicit A Nationalinonal what' urffil The- President's National Ur- Urban Policy
ban Polk. t Report was prepared in 1978 As the cumulative Reassessed
oleos of economic and demographic shil ts on the nation's
communities were discerned with meteasing clarity, the na-
tional pature of the identdied problems seemed to necessi-
tate a centrally ,,00rdinat -d and administered urban policy

Jesponse I hose localities and regions in which economic
vitality had been dampened aid economic dependence had
accumulated increasingly sought compensat-in for the
locational hiase of salt and present nonurhan federal 79



policies as if they had determined, rather than merely rein-
forced, larger dominant trends. Responsive to that senti-
ment, the national urban policy report was the first major
effort to rectify decades-old policy incoherence and incon-
sistency. It also employed an explicit concern for distribu-
tion of government resources and results ii assessing the
consequences of governmental e.-tivity.

The very notion of a "national urban policy- only
gained currency and acquired a sense of urgency as a result
of interest established within Congress at the beginning of
the 1970s. Nonetheless, to the extent that the actions and
inactions of the federal government have had inadvertent
and unintended urban consequences, this nation has had a
de facto urban policy for many years, albeit implicit, in-
coherent, and fraught with inte1 nal contradictions. The
desire to substitute an explicit for an implicit federal urban
policy is acither Nu yin I >i rig 1101 inconsistent with our na-
tional experience in other policy domains, It remains to
make some judgment about the wisdom of that substitu-
tion and about the substance of the resultant policy.

The implicit national urban policy that has existed for
decades can be viewed as the legacy of repeated attempts to
achieve specific goals in innumerable problem areas within
subsectors of the society and the economy. There has sel-
dom been anything unitary or integrated, coordinated or
coherent, about the urban aims of the myriad federal activ-
ities 1 he constituent parts of these policies aimed at
effecting urban outcomes can be sensibly grouped only by
their consequences for our nation's communities and for
those $.4 ho reside in them, and not by the careful articulation
of their intentions This grouping of policies by consequence,
it not by intention, mirrors the fragmentation of political
power and decisionmaking in this nation, the inherited
structure of political jurisdictions, the allocation of func-
tions among levels of go, ernmert, and a feature of our
political culture related to the tension exr mg between the
puhlic and private sectors

Ironically, the challenge to craft a unified and coherent
national urban polio has been accepted during an unlikely
period A, he'', Ildering ,artet} of urban circumstances have
come to be defined as urban problems and this the proper
targets of collective attention, the limits of our knowledge
and understanding in all areas are increasingly apparent,
and competing territoriallY defined and sociodemo-
graphic constituencies are most developed and articulate
Never beton: has the nation been able to make less of a
Maim to being plag ed hs a uniform set of urban prob-
lem, onls the most general prescriptions relating to the
desirability of a nal and growing national economy as a
come t within which our nation's local economies can
tomtit, i appears to make sense in the lace of the great 80



diversity of problems affecting different people and places
throughout the country

Proponents of an explicit national urban policy sug-
gest that the very existence of an implicit national urban
policy and the inefficiencies resulting in pohcy gaps and
overlaps, comptting and contradictory urban outcomes,
and unintended and unwanted consequences demand atten-
non. Coordination, coherence, arid consistency are required
if the public sector is to fulfill its historic t'unction of ame-
liorating, supplementing, or otherwise correcting the mosaic
of undesirable urban outcomes that result from the activity
of the private sector The centralized political economy
must derive its strength from coordination if it is to alter
the urban ouf.:orrics of the-decentralized private economy

Some opponents of a national urban policy base their
arguments not on the inappropriateness of consistency and
coherence as policy goals or on the federal governMent as
d.I urban policy initiator or implementer, but rather on the
futility of the enterprise This nation is overwhelmingly
urban, nut this tact is not the con, quence of characteris-
tics of places wherein people reside, but of the fact that the
mition's culture is urban centered -Place" makes all the
differenc, politically, but ever less difference socially or
economically PoVerty, unemployment, institutional dis-
crimination, and fiscal irsufticiency, among other unde-
sirable conditions, are found in Clj regions and in all types
of communities Any hope cf attending to the problems of
people in places directly denands a detail t..1 understandittg
of both the specific people and ti c specific plates.

Incomplete understanding of the influences shaping our
national settlements is matched by an array of inevitably
imperfect policy tools Further, puhi'c policy interventions
have been and will continue to he relatively impotent in the
lace of processes whose casual mechanisms are not fully
understood Considering the great emphasis placed on
coordination of federal efforts, care should be taken to
avoid overselling such management strategies, inappro-
priate policy instruments in the ,,ervice of inappropriate
policy goals, no matter how well organized, will prove to
he melt ectual. if not manifestly detrimental.

Many unitorm urban policies administered centrally
will probably be irrelevant to specific problems in specific
places, M ails urban policies administered via decentraliza
t ion will also fail A major reassignment of functions to the
national and subnational governments and a reorientation
toward policies that help people directly while allowing the
nation's communities to transform should be considered

I finally, the proper role of the federal government
urban policy areas needs to he caretully examined Move-
ments of capital, income, people, and Jobs, which simul-
taneously benefit some places and burden others, are as gI



inetiitable as they are essential to the health and vitality of
the national economy and society. What should be the
federal government's role with respect to subnational
development and equity issues, considering its responsi-
bility for the functioning of the large national system?

It' the intermediate goai is to direct greater concentrations Transitional
of fedei al resources toward cities to ease their transition to and
new forms and to facilitate their performance of new func- Long-Term
tions, it will continue to make more sense to retarget by ad- Policy
dusting our current formula mechanisms, than to attempt Prescriptions
to obtain an altered spatial distribution of federal outlays
by abandoning the formula grant strategy in favor of some
other allocation mechanism. Formulas should be regeared
to distribute federal largesse, including the large, relatively
unrestricted block grants, more on the basis of need, as
well AS ill reward those political jurisdkrions whose local
tax efforts indicate that they are doing all they can to
achieve enhanced community and economic development.

Beyond this, the federal government should prepare to
turn the leadership of subnational development over to
states and localities. It should strive to nurture the kind of
flexibility that will allow and encourage different states
and localities to define their problems and policy prescrip-
tions differently. The federal government should concen-
trate Its efforts on maintaining the most robust national
ettlitoiny It should take the initiative in urban aid
programs to view the nation as a unified whole rather than
as a mosaic of interregional and intrametropolitan conflicts
in need of federal resolution It should assist transforming
localities in their often painful growth or shrinkage to
achieve new balances between employment and popula-
tion Finally, it should commit itself through its moral
Capacities and material resources to alleviating the distress
of people directly, wherever they may live in this nation.

More untiortantly, if the ultimate goal is to direct
greater eoricentrations of federal resources directly to peo-
ple, wherever they may live, rather than indirectly to peo-
ple through places and political jurisdicticns, a national
urban policy sensitise to distribution patterns m ght best
he recast into more coherent national economic and social
policies As understanding of the root causes of distress
and the possibilities and limitations of centralized poky
initiatives deepens, our national responses to problems
that are fOund in all communities also should evolve
from a largely place-oriented, locationally sensitive,
national urban policy, to more people-oriented, loca-
tionally neutral, national economic and social 7)olicies.

malty, and most telling of all, because of the Loin-
plexity ut the issues, the nation shies away from weighing 82
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competing values in the context of difficult choices. By far,
the most troublesome urban problems constituting Individ-
ual and institutional distress can be traced to deconcentra-
non trends that can be judged beneficial by alternative
criteria. But what actions should the federal government
take when the majority may already be benefitting from
trends that public policies may not be able to influence?

Society cannot simply decide to change the form Federal
and character of cities to make them conform to Urban Policy:
rationally determined aims and orders of prior- Flexibility
Ines. . . . Social agencies that tinker with the form and Focus
and character of the city cannot, therefore pro-
duce much . . . for the force behind such readjust-
ment plans is pat'aetically small compared with the
tremendous pressures exerted by the economy and
technological capacity. Profound changes in the
character of the city can only come from the
sources from which they have always come,
changes in economy and technology.'

No remedy to a set of circumstances deemed undesir-
able and defined as a "problem" is likely to make sense
Forever.- Not only the circumstances and the criteria that
define a plutlem change, but also the notions as to what
constitutes a successful solution change "[P]redictably
. urban policy has failed to do what it could not be ex-
pected to -do. Saving older cities as downtown enclaves
does little if anything for the bottom third of the city popu-
latioir. Only more direct people-oriented policies can help
the urban poor "'

A place-oriented national urban policy that becomes
bogged down by being the instrumentality for mediating, if
not instigating, interregional and intrametropolitan compe-
tition may not have as its primary goal the fortunes of peo-
ple living in the nation's communities as they experience
largely immutable demographic, economic, cultural, and
technological changes. In this light, the contemporary
place orientation in federal urban policy has probably
done as much for as as it is likely to do.

In the context of demographic and economic deconcen-
tration at all spatial scales, people-oriented policies on in-
comes, manpower, and social services should be articulated
better Also needed are a positive government-business
partnership to develop policy for the nation's industrial
sectors, a system of national economic planning, and a na-
tional science policy to promote economic growth deriva-
tive from our competitive strengths in an international
economy A semitivity to local and regional concerns
should he subordinated to promoting the vitality of the 83
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la,ger economic system and mediating the adjustments
that plats and people must eventually accommodate.

A mix an.ing policy and program results of frequent
failures and serendipitous successes may have less to do
with depleted publv; cotfers than with depleted imagina-
tion, less to do with a deficiency of will and good inten-
tions than with a distinct polio orientation that is not
fully acknowledged That traditional orientation is charac-
terized by the tilting of a relatively inadequate federal
polio, presence against a sweep of developments whose
potency and scope are underestimated, whose substance is
not t ully understood, and vi host! significance is too quickly
appreciated in negative terms The nation must he willing
to look at ;td or ..flanging circumstances in new ways.
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Chapter 8

D iEr,)CONANG THE LEGACY OF

Past Federal Urban
Policies: ME,,,,

We cannot expect the federal government to
adopt overnight a new perspective on the
nation's settlements and a new approach to
ensure their adjustment to changing demo-

graphic and economic realities. While that period of care-
ful reassessment of long-term federal urban policy objec-
tives proceeds, critical and difficult first steps can be taken
to lend greater coherence to current efforts. These steps
should be viewed as part of a transitional policy and as
necessary, but not sufficient actions in the move toward a
federal urban policy that makes greater sense for the com-
ing decade and beyond. At best. they may facilitate pro-
gress toward a more sensible long-range urban policy, if
for no other reason than because they sensitize the nation
to the folly of continued tinkering and unchecked elabora-
tion of present federal activities. it is time to gain some
control over a policy apparatus that appears to drive us
rather than respond to our commands.

This chapter begins by highlighting the importance of
decongesting our system of intergovernmental relations,
which has increasingly shitted responsibility and power
within our federal system and distorted traditional distinc-
tions within a local-state-federal division of labor. Among
the consequences of a distorted federal system are a pano-
ply of federal community and economic development pro-
grams that lack coordination and coherence. They exist to
respond to idiosyncratic and isolated goals rather than
working toward an integrated federal presence.---;. situation
that is explored further in this chapter. Finally, there is
much to be gained by considering the reassignment of tra-
ditional government function. across the several levels of
government and between the public and private sectors.

since the mid-1960s, the patteins of relationships between Decongesting
localities, counties, states, and the federal government an Overloaded
have grown extremely complex, and the boundaries of Intergovern:
their respective domains have lost meaning. Certain basic mental
constraints in the constitutional, fiscal, and political System' 87
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arenas have eroded As a result, responsibilities for fund-
ing and administration of many governmental functions
have become hopelessly intergovernmentalized. In short,
the consequence of our current federal aid system, which
has expanded dramati.:ally, is overload. If the nation is to
improve the effectivenessAficiency, equity, and account-
ability of all three levels of government, the intergovern-
mental system shoul(1 be decongested and a clear functional
division of labor reimposed. This matter deserves careful
attention because over the past decade, many urban prob-
lem, have increasingly been handled by expandnr reliance
on intergovernmental strategies and mechanic.,,,, vy

obscuring historical distinctions within the federal system.
The overload of the intergovernmental system can be

diagnosed by several symptoms, including-

Obliteration of the distinctions between private
and public concerns
1 oss ot distinctions between tederal and state-local
areas ot concern
Increasing dependence ot state and local budgets
on federal grants revenues
L se of state and local governments to implement
aanonal policies
Conversely, use ot the federal g3vernment to
further local or state concern,.

Given the recent hyper responsiveness of the federal
govern -ent, and particularly Congress, every narrow issue
seems to reach the national agenda "Presidents at almost
as frequently in a mayoral or gubernatorial role as in a
national Presidential one, and Congress plays a municipal
and County council, not to mention the state legislative,
role as often as it at as a national deliberative body '' In-
Lessant and intrusive intergovernmentalism is the inevit-
able result

I he site ot the tederal bureaucracy has not increased
for some time, despite an ever mounting number of assign-
ment, given to it In addition, no change has occurred in
the federal government's almost exclusive reliance on inter-
governmental grants as its primary mechanism for carrying
nut domestic responsibilities This approach permits the
national government to avoid so.ne basic domestic govern-
mental responsibilities while cluttering up its agenda with
issues that properly belong to lower government levels. Nei-
ther equity (either interpersonal or interjurisdictional), not
administrative effectiveness, nor economic efficiency, nor
above all political, electoral, or administrative account-
ability ,ire enhanLed by the tenden,,y to intergovernmen-
tallie praLtiLallY all donic,tk. quesn'ons, nearly all subt
tional governmental tiktions, and most of the national
government's lrAt 11 civil governmental obligations 88
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The overloaded i tivergovernmental system has resulted
in several pioblems. Fo example, the federal grant system
itself has become overloaded. The current product is nearly
500 aid programs and the concomitant participation in doz-
ens of policy domains where they previously played na roles.
It has assumed policy leadership in virtually every func-
tional field, including those traditionally the province of
state and local governments. Opportunities for improving
the grant system can be realized by program simplification
and consolidation. In addition, a major reassignment of
functions among levels of government could ease the graft.
system overload problem, eliminating the federal role and
aid where the federal contribution is misplaced and/or
minor.

Another problem has been the imposition of excessive
costs on state and local gOvernments. The continual and in-
creasing use of grant and regulatory mechanisms imposes
very expensive and difficult, although often initially hidden,
costs on state and local governments. Although the ten-

, dency to ignore potential costs is most visible in overt reg-
ulatory law, it is equally true of the myriad national policy
objectives and conditions now attached to grant program's.

Yet another problem is the neglect of state and focal
interests in the political process. Much governmental au-
thority and power have shifted toward Washington, D.C.,
in the past two decades. The traditional, strongly decen-
tralized political system has become heavily pluralistic and
more national, with power organized more on a vertical
and functional basis. The result is that state and local gov-
ernments play a tar less authoritative role in national pol-
icy decisions than before. The irony is that therheavy fiscal
dependency of state and local governments 'on external
funds makes it exceedingly unlikely that they will rew_ sert
themselves. this situation is especially true in a period de-
fined by fiscal constraint and popular demands for state
and local tax reductions.

Currently, the federal government administers some 3(X) Coordinating
community and economic development programs that tend Federal
to be ad hoc, incoherent, and inconsistent. The overall re- Community
suit of this condition is a fragrAntation of occasionally nec- and Economic
essaryand worthwhile federal urban initiatives. The tretnen- Development
dons variation across regions and states (and even within Efforts'
metropolitan areas and cities) of the underlying economic
problems is not yet fully appreciated. Although some ob-
servers suggest that the elvance and relative simplicit of
general economic policies can be used to alleviate local eco
nomic distress, macroeconomic policies and those that are
oriented toward the short-term use of transfer payments to
places and people have not had the desired effects 89
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Macroeconomic policies and transfer payments are in-
adequate for several reasons. First, general macroeconomic
policies tend to be too broadly gauged. Because they are
aimed at national averages, they inevitably leave pockets
of distress unattended. Transfer payments require a dis-
pensing 4reaucracy that over time gains both an innova-
tion ineia and a growth momentum independent of the
size of its task. As its size grows, its resources grow. The
logical consequence of the dispersal of transfer funds is to
create and m. lure a growing addiction to and dependence
on those federal resources that in the long run may be self-
defeating. For example, the level of dependence on federal
resources in the natipn's 15 largest cities increased from 5.2
percent of local revknues in 1967 to 47.5 percent in.I978.

Because of the above limitations, the organizational
structure and functioning of the major federal-local devel-
opment programs require restructuring. The aim is to
reconsider not only how programs are designed to achieve
certain results, but also more fundamentally how the pro-
grams developed, what their patronage is within Congres-
sional committees, what degree of support they receive
from their well defined constituencies, and where they
should be located in the federal bureaucracy.

The 300-odd programs can be clustered into three
basic activities:

1. General fiscal and monetary policies (e.g , the bud-
get, Federal Reserve actions), which affect the over-
all condition of the economythe rate of economic
growth, the extent of unemployment, and the level
of prices;

2. Transfer payments to individuals (e.g., welfate aid,
food stamps, Social Security payments, and unem-
ployitent compensation), which provide assistance
directly to families and individuals in need; and

3. Developmen' assistance, which provides financial
aid to states, local governments, businesses, and
Individuals to construct public facilities, attract
businesses, imp ove neighborhoods, provide train-
ing., upgrade housing cbriditions, and the like.'

Six major functional categories serve as policy do-
mains for the above strategies: economic development,
community development and public facilities investment,
housing, transportation, employment and training, and
development planning. In addition, eight different federal
agencies administer the programs: the Department of
Housing and Urban Development; the Economic Develop-
ment Administration of the Department of Commerce; the
Farmers Home Administration of the Department of Agr
culture; the Small Business Administration; the Commu-
nity Services Administration; the Title V Regional Action
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Planning Commissions; the Department of Labor; and the
Environmental Protection Agency.

Programs and resources are badly fragmented: The
organizational arrangements that exist produce widespread
duplication and confusion of fu us. Fo,. example, the
provision of economic developrrutnt tance to local bus-
inesses comes from at least a dozen programs administered
by five governmental agencies. In addition, program pro-
cedures differ and sometimes conflict, federal delivery sys-
tems diverge widely, and lines of responsibility within the

-federal bdreaucracy are blurred. No agency has overall
responsibility for subnationai development problems;
there is no clear division of responsibilities along either
functional or geographic lines.

The consequences of current arrangements are pro-
found. Confusion and excessive administrative burdens and
costs are created for state and local governments. Federal
personnel and other resources are used in ari inefficient
manner. Not only do po'icy duplications exist, but also pol-
icy vacuums and gaps are apparent. These federal programs
lack the flexibility.required to respond to local needs and op-
portunities and to pool ardiocus limited funds. In addition,
the p\.ograrns involve unnecessary uncertainty and delays
that discourage private sector participation. Fragmentation
in local planning and programming efforts is almost guaran-
teed because local institutions have to work with a relatively
uncoordinated and incoherent federal development bureau-
cracy. Because these programs cannot be easily compared
and evaluated for effectiveness, the likelihood of their suc-
cessful transfer from site to site is reduced. Because some
nontraditional participants (such as nonprofit, wmmunity-
based development organizations) have difficultAin gaming
access to economic development assistance, tyir possible
innovative activities are stifled or at least discouraged. A
particularly regrettable legacy of.fhis federal development
assistance establishment is that certain remarkably creative
and energetic local and state efforts are easily discouraged
or distorted by the necessity of having to organize to interact
with the uncoordinated and confusing federal establishment.

Possible ingredients of a more coherent and coorth-
nated system include housilig the scattered organizational
and programmatic elements with development assistance as
their main task under a single authority. Also, federal devel-
opment assistance could be streamlined by consolidating
_major economic development grant and loan programs, de-
velopment planning programs, and rural community facili-
ties programs into their respective functional categories
Major candidates for consolida:ion could include com-
munity development block grants, urban development
action grants, and EconomiC Development Adminis-

,tration grants. Another useful ingredient would be the 91
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greater coordinatibn of in, major federal development
assistance efforts. Finally, place-oriented development
assistance should be connected with federal, state, and
local efforts it .npower policy

Every level if governnlent. in a federal system has exclusive Rassigniug
or shared responsibility for a wide variety of function. Functions
Today, obvious deficiencies exist in the assignment of func- Among Ley,els
tions. An intergovernmental and intersectoral reassignment of Government
of governmental functions is essential for an effective fed- and Between
eral urban policy presence in the short term, even while the the Public and
national government reassesses the-scope, substance, and Private Sectors
orientation of its urban policy role over the long run.

The current intergovernmental arrangement focuses pri-
mary responsibility at the federal level. With certain excep-
tions, many of the functions that have flowed to the federal
government in past decades might well be reassigned to othe:,
lower levels of.goverpment. On the other hand, the federal
governrrtent could take over some functions currently handled
at subriational levels. For example, the federal goveriunent
could take financial, if not administrative, esponsibility for
welfare and health insurance programs, because the pation
has an obligation to assist the poor and the sick, regardless
of w`iere they were born or where they may now live.

In past decades, a number of factors have stimulated
t e growth of the federa' government in scope, if not always
in ize, with imrfertant consequences in a wide variety of ur-
ban olicy areas. Shifts in the population and economy have
led t increasing activity in many federal programs. In an ef-
fort t maintain the real dollar benefit levels in many federal
programs, automatic cost-of-living adjustments have been
added. Past policy commitments often have had a snowball
effect because new groups become eligible for federal assis-
tance at higher benefit levels, year after year. Finally, the,
unrelenting political_ tendency'to inaugurate new programs,
rather than supplement existing programs, has tented to ex-
-,
pand the responsibilities of the federal government.

Sorting out functions among levels of government and
the public and private sectors is a course of action that
should be tackled promptly for a variety of reasons. First,
the nature of certain services are such that a reallocation
process would allow their delivery with greater economic
efficiency, fiscal equity, political accountability, and ad-
ministrative effectiveness. I o be avoided during this pro-
cess are, the failure co realize economies of scale, the
imposition of uncompensated costs or benefits on other
jurisdictions, the inability of a level of government to
handle its responsibilities because of a lack of organiza-
tional sophistication or expertise, and the neglect of chan-
nels of citizen access, control, and participation

I
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Assignments that are inefficient court higher costs for
lower quality and reduced scope. Assignments that are in-
equitable distribute costs and benefits unfairly across re-
cipients. Assignments that ate ineffective lead to illogical
and uncoordinated performance patterns by governments.
Assignments that ge no longer accountable to recipients
risk popular disaffection and resistance directed at gov-
ernment generally. The present ad hoc approach to allo-
cating functional responsibilities exhibits all of these flaws.

Another reason for reassignment is the possibility of
reducing the size and scope of federal budget expenditures
after decades of federal growth. In the past quarter century,
federal spending has grown from 18 percent to 22 percent
of the gross national product: The historic shift of tradi-
tionally subnational functions to the federal government
accounts for a major portion of that growth. Increasing
assistanse to state and local governments for an ever wider
range oY functions has also contributed to that growth.

Numerous responsibilities of the federal gcvernment
may be performed better, and more properly, by stateor
local governments. Subnational governments may be more
responsive to localized circumstances and may provide a
more direct accounting to the electorate. They may also be
more able to meet and 'control rising costs of services.

One major thrust of a transitional federal urban policy
would be to assist state and local governments in working
out divisions of labor that reflect more adequately the
changing dwribution of population groups; the altered
adequacies of fiscal bases used by different levels of gov-
ernment; the changing technological requirements and
possibilities accompanying cht ferent programs, public ser-
vices, and their delivery systems; and the accumulated
experience of governments at all levels in delivering ser-
vices. Where the claim that the federal level of government
is closest to the people in local jurisdictions can be substan-
tiated, efforts might be made to encourage and assist states

t_and localities to be incre sensitive to this issue.
Little uniformity exists among or within states regard-

ing what level and type of government has the responsibil-
ity for a particular function or any of its components.
However, a pattern of centralization or decentralization of
various services has emerged. These trends should he
studied carefully to see whether or not a more defensible
system of functional assignments is emerging naturally. In
such instances, an intermediary and facilitative role tr. 'ht
he useful for the federal government

Accompanying the shift of furktions away from the
telleral go.ernment should be a concern for the task of
capacity building and the provision of technical assistance
to subnational governments These actions would ensure
that as money and responsibility decentralize, the receiving 93
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level of government is both willing and capable of consis-
tency with national goals while they work on their more
localized agendas. .

Certain negative consequences may arise from the re-
assignment process. The 'het -from categorical assistance
toward block grants and automatic entitlements has effec-
tively shifted much competition to local levels of govern-
ment and increased local autonomy. Irk the process, the
federal government has surrendered much potential lever-
age for ensuring that state and local actions are consistent
with larger national goals. For example, the monies that
come with fewer federal strings are likely to be more paro-
chial and place-oriented than people-oriented.

In Initiating the reassignment of governmental func-
tions, the federal government should take a low-profile
role where possible. Assistance and encouragement might
be offered to states in return for their attention to and ac-
tion in changing !peal and state patterns of functional
assignment for which emerging support and Icrgical justifi-
cation exists. No single division of labor thatis appropriate
for all jurisdictions is evident; the federal role should be
one f encouraging an ever greater fit with the needs and
capa hies of regions or substate localities within states.

Ano r important form of reassignment of tradi-
tional governmental functions is possibleto the private
sector. Although such a move would affect local functional
assignments relatively directly and the agenda of federal
responsibilities relatively indirectly, such intersector shifts
do merit consideration. As localities shift some traditional
'functions to the private sectorby default,If not by design
they will be able to accomrr ,date better new responsibil-
ities evolving from above. The direct use of private sector ..

provision of services, and the greater reliance on market
principles in the performance of traditional governmental
functions, has been growing, but only' relativ ly recently.

The factors that account tor the historical Pangement

of the public and private sectors flow from an tick of
faith that the government does not exist to make a profit.
Yet, this ethic is increasingly countered by'a growing con-
cern for accountability and efficiency in government. Greater
reliance on voucher and incentive systems and simulated
profit centers; greater concern for public pricing and the
use of user fees; and the more frequent use of performance
contracts be' ween one level of government and tne private
sector all illustrate the gradually increasing attractiveness
of importing, where feasible, the characteristics of the pri-
vate market economy into the public political economy.

The divestment of selected functions to the private sec-
tor is a strategy that might be usefully integrated into a
transitional federal urban policy. The skyrocketing cost of
local governmentrin the past two decades, the mounting 94
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evidence that private sector service provision is often supe-
rior to public provision, the intensified search for a yard-
stick against which to measure the performance of the
public sector, as dell as the reaiization that opportunities
are being missed to develop an essentially untapped busi-
ness sectorall of these factors are cogent justifications
for an increased federal government effort in easing and
guiding public-private divisions of labor into existence.

The larger task of designing and implementing a new
federal prban policy presence can be aided significantly by
Hirst attending to the serious flaws that exist in present fed-
eral urban policy mechanisms and efforts. Consideration
of these transitional steps provides an opportunity to reex-
amine and reassign functional responsibilities based on
what is working well-and on what could be working better.
Such reassignnAnts recognize that certain levels of govern-
ment can no longer bear the burdens that have historically
been assigned to them in a random and haphazard manner.
Some government f- actions could benefit from being uni-
versalized, others from being more tailored to fit recipients
and government capabilities, and still others from being
assumed by the private sector.
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Chapter 9

Key PolicyIssues
_r Thy -4-111Fr:

Unfil 50 years ago, the proper federal sole vis-a-
vis the nation's cities was easily summarized.
Because the Constitution had not explicitly
specified otherwise, the responsibility for cities

devolved to state governments. With the onslaught of the
Depression, the federal government began for the first
time to c 'der cities as national, rather than merely state,
assets. At. Jingly, New Deal recovery policies included
federal assistance for both distressed people and belea-
guered local governments. The rationale behind this action
was that "the American econom was dependent upon the
health of the many urban industrial economies within It
and that it was in the best interests of the federal govern-
ment to aid those (local} economies."' This national
economic calamity henceforth legitimized the appropriate-
ness of a general federal urban policy presence, el en
though a commitment to continuing federal involvement in
the functioning of local economies was never intended

In the past 20 years, the time-honored logic of a
federal commitment to assisting people in cities has been
extended to assisting the cities as well. Welfare and income
maintenance programs have been supplemented by pro-
grams that emphasize physical redevelopment, D-Cal

economic development, and direct fiscal aid to local
governments. Thq.transition from the War on Poverty and
Great Society era of the 1960s to the New Federalism of the
1970s did'much to legitimize an increasing federal em-
phasis on places in the country. This emergent spatial
sensitivity in public policy has become particularly ap-
parent during the past 4 years, as illustrated by the
dominant thrusts of the national urban policy and execu-
tive orders devoted to urban impact analysis, feueral
facility siting, and targeted procurement. [he New Deal
emphasis on helping distressed people in cities directly has
evolved into an emphasis on helping distressed places
(local business and government) directly for the purpose of
helping people indirectly. Today most federal funds
directed to urban problems go to "place" recipients rather
than distressed people In the late 1970s, a spatial sensitivity 97
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appears to have overtaken in large part a social sensitivity
developed during the previous decade. Politically, this
shift is justified by the assertion that aiding places with
problems-is easier than aiding people with problems. Eco-
nomically, this shift is justified by the assertion that direct
aid to local economies multiplies its impact so that benefits
reverberate throughout the economy in ways that direct aid
to people does pot.

The 1980s may well require a new perspective on
aiding distressed people in urban America. To Import the
1930s rationale for a federal urban policy role across the
decades may not be wise. Although the economy in the
1930s Was indeed dependent on the health of local urban
industrial economies in ways not fully appreciated,
and it undoubtedly was in the best interest of the federal
government to aid those local economies, circumstances
have conspired to weaken that rationale.

Unlike a half-century ago, contemporary urban
economies are no longer confined within the political juris-
dictions of cities. Modern urban economies have an ex-
panded scope that integrates central city, suburban, and
nonmetropolitan economies. The deconcentiation trends
accompanying the arrival of a postindustrial era highlight
the fact that the nation's economic vitality no longer arises
from or is tied tc specific types of places. It increasingly
derives its strength from all kinds of places, both local
political jurisdictions and beyond. Today it may be in the
best interest of the nation to commit itself to the promo-
tion of locationally neutral economic and social policies
rather than spatially sensitive urban policies that either
explicitly or inadvertently seek to preserve cities in their
historical, roles. A federal policy presence that allows
places to transform and assists them in adjusting to diffi-
cult circumstances can justify shifting intater explicit em-
phasis to helping directly those people who are suffering
from the transformation process.

Our cities are truly national assets. Hence, the federal
policy presence should.recognize that The health of a city,
or any other settlement, is determined not by population or
employment levels, but by its ability to perform vital func-
tions for the larger society. As national assets, cities and
their residents are the resources and 3ponsibilities of us
all during their adjustment to the pe tindustrial era. With
this perspective in mind, a redefined federal policy role in
urban America for the coming aecade is presented.

The economic health of our nation's communities ulti- A Nitional
mately depends on the health of our nation's economy. Urban Policy
Federal efforts to revitalize urban areas through a national Reconsidered
urban policy concerned principally with the health of 98
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specific places will inevitably conflict with efforts to
revitalize the larger economy. Federal efforts to nurture
economic growth through increased productivity, ey-
panded markets, job creation, and controlled inflation will

'require that settlements, their residents, and local govprn-
ments adjust to changing economic realities. Accordingly,
the purpose and orientation of a "national urban policy"
should be reconsidered. Tyre are no "national urban
problems," only an endless variety of local ones. Conse-
quently, a centrally administered national urban policy
that legitimizes activities inconsistent with the revitaliza-
tion of the larger national economy may be ill advised.

Priority should not be assigned to the implementation
of a spatially sensitive poliCy effort designed to retard or
reverse the emergence of new economic patterns and rela-
tionships within and among the nation's settlements. The
federal government should assign greater priority to meet-
ing the needs of the residents of the nation's communities
rather than to reconciling or resokting the array of
constituent intrametropolitan and interregional 'conflicts.
The federal government should exercise its policy presence
carefully so as not to exacerbate unnecessarily the circum-
stances facing certain localities and regions thatcause them
to lose population and economic vitality Where federal
policies and programs are used to assist the transformation
of ion: communities to achieve health and vitality at new
population levels and with restructured economic bases,
such national policies should endeavor to ameliorate the
undesirable impacts of these transitions on people,
primarily, and on places, secondarily'.

Akhough no national urban problemkexist, myriad
problems do exist within all localities and regions of the na-
tion. Our nation's settlements, and the households, firms,
an local governments within them, exhibit a bewildering
diversity of conditions that reflect the confluence of long-
term demographic, economic, and governance trends and
that link them to emerging patterns of metropolitan and
regional change. The forces underlying these transforma-
tions are relatively persistent and immutable. However, the
local and regional problems left in their wake are not
uniform in %ose; therefore, the urban policies proposed as
remedies cannot be expected to be uniform in conse-
quence. .

It is unlikely that the federal government can act wisely
on behalf of the nation as'a whole if economically healthy
metropolitan areas are not appreciated because their vital-
ity is discounted or obscured by a preoccupation' with
(tans forming core areas of central cities. Neither will the
nation benefit if the newly prospering regions that histori-
cally have been economically depressed are defined as
inimical to historically prosperous regions that are now 99
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experiencing relaiive economic-decline. A national urban
policy .cannot be enunciated and iniplemented When the
very national focus is shotild'assumc and the national well-
being it should foster are sacrificed to a concern for the
diverse fates and fortunes among cities, among metropoli-
tan areas, among states, and among ts:gions;

Certainly, there is merit in anticipating the locational
consequences of federal goverhment actions, but many
federal policies aimed at promoting the efficiency end pro-
ductivity of the ration have unavoidable mgatite conse-
quences for certain localities and regions. Knowing that
spatial tilts are embedded in federal policies provides no
necessary justification for weeding them out. They often
may be entirely justified. Indeed, anti-industry biases in
federal policies may be more pernicious than anti-itrbar.
biases, given that the health of all places is directly of
indirectly- dependent on the strength of the lager
economy. These tradeoffs should be clearly recognized,
arid choices should be made Consistent: with the, func:"
tioning of the national system of settlements and the
nationareconomy, which benefits the entire colintry at the
risk of abiding a series of smaller scale, and often painful,
subnattonal adjustments. A national urban policy designed
to place the swirl of local and regional concerns ahead of
an overall concern fc the nation is both Inappropriate and
ill advised.

Federal urban policy can be used to channel and target
the enormous, if seldom adequate, resources of the federal
government and to guide or influence the flows of private
sector resources. Nonetheless, despite the importance of
the government resources, and the far greater weight of the
private resources that at times may be influenced, prob-
lems do not yield to massive infusions of reitburces alone.
Rather, a great proportion of urban ills stems from inevi-
table competition for advantage among groups within
localities and between regions. The litany of urban prob-
lems is a reflection of this underlying competition in a
pluralistic urban society. The very competition that dic-
tates our urban strengths may determine the nature of our
urban ilk, although not the character of the solutions to
those ills. An explicit national tuba'. policy can do little
more than make that irony more salient.

The limits to what a federal urban policy effort 'can
achieve are defined by several factors. First, recognition
should be made of the neat immutability of the technologi-
cal, economic, social, and demographic trendi that heralds
theemcrgerce of a postindustrial society and that are re-
sponsible for the transformation of our nation's settlements
and life within them. These major formative trends are
likely to continue not only through the coming decade, but
also well into the next century. Major deflection or reversal 100



of these broad-gauge trends is not likely to result from pur-
posive government action. Clearly, on the basis of these
trends, a federal policy of active s.nticipation, accommo-
dation, and adjustment makes mote sense than efforts to
retard or reverse them. The efforts to revitalize those com-
munities whose fortunes are adversely affected principally
by the inadvertent consequences of past public policies are
entirely justified,but these instances are judged to be rare.
It is far more judicious to recognize that the major cir-
cumstances that characterize our nation's settlements have
not been and will not be significantly dependent on what
the federal government does or does not do.

What should constitute a reasonable federal urban policy Redefining the
role in the light of domestic trends that are transforming Federal Role
this nation and transnational trends that are drawi.ig us in Urban

into closer community with the world? Policy responses to Policy
such complex and changing circumstances are inevitably
difficult to conceive and develop. Not only do liraits to what
can be accomplished with policies and programs exist, but
also in many substantive areas, the local readjustments
may not require vigorous 'federal intervention. Accord-
ingly, 4 proper federal presence in urban affairs should
reflect blend of actions to be avoided.as well as actions to
be taken. That powerful forces are creating multiple forms
of distress in local communities and regions, and that they
are not likely to be deflected or defused by public policy,
do not inherently justify more or less federal urban policy.
Rather, this situation serves as an argument for a different
concept of what the federal urban policy role should be.

The federal government can best assure the well-being
of the nation's people and the vitality of the communities
in which they live by striving to create and maintain a
vibrant national economy characterized by an attractive
investment climate that conducive to high rates of
economic productivity an growth and defined tip low
rates of inflation, unemplo ent, and dependency. Where
disadvantage and inequality e selective and cumulative,
feder-' efforts should be e d to ameliorate these con-
s. iuences in ways that are co istent with developmental
trends within the society and the economy as a whole. .

The federal government, in partnership with the busi-
ness community and state and local governmentS, should
carefully consider developing a policy perspective on
industry in order to maintain a dynamic national kconemy
and secure a strong role in the transforming inteinational
economy. The industrial bases of our nation's economic
strength must be allowed to transform, and localities and
regions should be assisted in anticipating and adjusting to
national and international trends. A positive industry 101
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policy should include national economic planni.g, a
coherent science policy, and invigorated resears.h and
development efforts to nurture and enhance our existing
comparative advantages within and betiNeen industrial sec-
tors .s-a-vis 'other nations. Such efforts should acknowl-
edge that nuch can be learned from certain individual
firms that may be in the most challenged industrial sectors
but are able to compete successfully in international and
domestic markets. Increased productivity and employment,
growth. together with diminished inflation, will do more to
benefit people in this nation, regardless of where they may
live, than efforts to resist the local and regional impacts of
a changing international economic order.

People-oriented national social policies that aim to aid
people directly wherever they may live should.pe accorded
priority over place-oriented national urban policies that
attempt to aid people indirectly by aiding places directly. If
the ultimate goal of federal policies and programs is to aid
people in their adjustment to 9f migration from transform-
ing local circumstances, the most direct and effective ways
to do that should be chosen. A national social policy
shouia be based on key cornerstones, including a guaran-
teed job program for those 410 can work and a guaranteed
cash assistance plan for both the "working `poor" and
those who cannot work. Federal job creation, subsidies to
private employers, and mwower training and retraining
programs can significantIrreduce minority, youth, and
displaced worker unemployment. Where public employ-
ment programs are used, they should be considered a tern
porary supplement for and provide a transition into
private sector employment. A federal guaranteed-income
plan, Implemented through either a negative income tax (1,-
a direct cash transfer program, would effectively and prop-
erly shift the welfare '...urden to the federal government,
which can administer it more efficiently and with a greater
capacity for responding to equity considerations than sub-
national governments.

Where the problems faced by people exist in such con-
centrations that the impacts of people-oriented social
policies and programs are negated, or where communities
bear the brunt of special circumstances (such as massive
foreign immigthtion), federal funds should be carefully
targeted to local governments and to the private sector to
assist them in meeting collective needs. Nonetheless, the
federal government should develop the will and capability
to assist local governments in identifying both places that
are unlikely to realize any significan't improveffient through
targeted urban aid and appropriate strategies to disinvest
public resources and to channel public and private
resources to locations that retain the capacity to absorb
and benefit from federal assistance. 102
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These major social policy initiatives and realignments
should largely substitute for, rather than add to, existing
federal policies. Prime candidates among the federal urban
(and rural) development assistance program efforts tha
should be scrutinized for eventual reduction or elimination
are in the place-oriented licy domains, including eco-
nomic,development, comm nity development and public
facilities investmen , housink transportation, and devel-
opment planning Instrumentalities such as community
development blo k grants, urban development action
grans, general and ercyclical revenue sharing, CETA
grants, and water and sewer construction grants can
useful tools for an adjustment process. However, their use
can be justified only during localities' major transitions in
sizf and function. In addition, such mechanisms should be.
tilted toward the goal of Issistinglifc-alities to adjust to
changing circumstances anhould be used to supplement
marginally, but noftsubstitute for, efforts that aid people

"""dirtctly. Because guidelines for establishing ikesfor
ending interim tranlitional efforts in v.1,?.w of -a more
spatially neutral federal presence will be exceedingly dfl
ficult it adopt, efforts should begin now.

It is important to realize that 'identifying tradkoffs
among policies a49I ,programs with explicit urban foci is'not
sufficient. Tradeoffs among nominally nonurban federal
policies and programs also should be considered,-because
they often hive major, if inadvertent, urban impacts.
Among the explicitly nonurban policies and programs that
should be scrutinized for major restructuring or elimination
are the panoply of in-kind benefits for the poor (ich as
legal aid services and Medicaid), the growing inventory of
subsidies that indiscriminately aid the nonpoor as well as the
poor. (for example, veteran's benefits), protectionist
meaoures for indu*y (trade barriers for eanufacturers.and
price*upports fodfarmerS), and minimum wage legislation.

"...Although the original goals of each polity and pro-
grant may be laudable in isolation, once set into place
alongside all others, their aggregate result has be-n policy
incoherence, incoCistency, internal contradictions, and
inertia. Solutions regarded as permanent or sacrosanct
tend :o outlive and become poorly articulated with the
characteristics of the problems that they were intended to
address. The thrust of this extended proposal is that the
problems of people and the places where they live can be
handled in better ways than by continuing to tinker with
hundreds of different programs that assist inrdividuals,
households, neighborhoods, tusinesses, and subnational
governments. Although a "people-place" distinction may
often be\ more apparent than real,'the aim should be a
reorientation ofemphasis, which involves avoiding the
temptation to use place-oriented assistance to prop up

(
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localities rather than allowing them to transform. People
are best assisted directly, and pclicies that best insulate
people from or compensate Them for painful transitional
consequences should be emphasized.

Federal urban policy efforts should not necessarily be
used to discourage the deconcentr-flon and dispersal of ip -
dustly and households from central urban locations. Inter-
regional and intrametropolitan shifts of households and
industry are essential to the efficient functioning of the na-
tional economic s on a scale thatsupe1cedes local and
regional economi ach emerging deconcentration trtnd
is nothing more t an aggregate of countless choice by
and actions of in "viduals, families, and firms influenced
by social, cultu 1, and economic considerations' our
public policy too s are least useful when attempting to alter
in a predictable ay what the individual household or firm
will do. Yet, an inability to alter these developments
should be appreciated apart from the fact that their net im-
pact is probably positive and beneficial. The ongoing
deconcentration processes that leave very undesirable local
consequences in their wake justify a federal policy role that
principally attends to these consequences, rather than flails
against the change processes that generate them.

The relocation of population and economic vitality to
nonmetropolitan and previously rural areas alto should
not be discouraged. The current revitalization of tradi-
tionally rural,arcas should neither obscure the fact that
much of the traditional basis for urban-rural distinctions no
longer exists, ,tor veil the fact that much of formerly rural
America remains unaffected by expanding and diversified
economic bases. Although the poor of this nation are
largely city-bound, the incidence of poverty in rural areas
still exceeds that in urban areas.

The energy and environmental implications of the con-
tinuing trends toward reL .iely low-density development
in new growth areas and the thinning out of existing high-
density areas do not unequivocally justify the need for a
national effort to encourage reconcentration in Iiistoricagy
central locations. The emergence of decentralized so 'al
and economic systemsSyhic. ncompass increasing sc
and territory and dictate that new, more specialized fu. --
[tons be performed by cities, should generally be encour-
aged. Although energy and environmental considerations
will and s' uld assert themselves in important policy de-
bates in tht., coming decade and beyor..., as yet little compel-
ling and unambiguous empirical evidence exists to justify
explicit public policy designed to alter the way in Y.likh our
nation's communities grow and contract. Consery n of
existing energy and-environmental resources iF not necessar-
ily inconsistent with, and may even be enhanced by, the shift
to lower density development, small-scale reconcentration in 104
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new growth areas, and the thinning out of large-scale, cen-
trally located concentrations of people and activities.
Nonetheless, the federal government should not abdicate
its responsibility to assist localities and states in antici-
pating and countering the negative consequences that low-
density development may have in some locations, including
those instances where prime agricultural land is invaded
Indiscriminately by urban uses.

Federal policies should not be revamped, without
careful consideration given to their primary functions and
net effects, simply because unintended or inadiertent
"anti-urban" consequences are discovered. Bending
federal policies that de not have an explicit urban focus to
serve locattonal or spatial outcomes may be undesirable.
Although countless federal policies initiate a barrage of
unintended anti-urban effects, these policy tarusts most
often have simply reinforced larger demographic and
economic trends or marginally increased the pace with
v.hich they have unfolded.

In the end, the federal government does not have that
much control over what happens to Is,calities and regions.
There is little justification for using explicit urban p3I:cies
to do more than assist people primarily and places second-
arily to anticipate and adjust to the emergence of a con-
tinually transfornAg national economy and society.
Federal policies, including investment tax credits and en-
vironmental regulatTons, have important narrow sectoral
goal> that may be unwisely sacrificed if they are manip-
ulated tr. .ecure specific urban outcomes.

In close partnership with the private sector, the federal
government should develop strategies to assist localities in
adjusting to economic-base transformation and popula-
tion change. In a federal policy lexicon, "development
policy" should be expanded to Imply policy-guided local
contraction ancl not simply local revitalization and expan-
sion Policy-guided contraction and disinvestment can help
to ease the impact of decline on individuals and local insti-
tutions and to positiob communities for regaining their
health at new loyver levels of population and industrial
act iv it%

The federal government should acknowledge that the
problems of population and economic growth can be as
troublesome and painful as those of shrinkage. Shifts in
population and economic activity, which current policy
instrumentalities probably cannot rev erne pose specific
adjustment pRiblems for metropolitan and nonmetropoli-
tan communities in all regions. Both growth and decline
present opportunities to local governments to become
better articulatvd with their populations and economic
bases through caret ullv planned expansion or contraction.
The federal government should assist communities during
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their transition and adjustment to new levels of population
and economic activity.

Federal, policies aimed at achieving beneficial urban
outcomes should be consistent with efforts to ensure a
strong national economy and to implement national pro-
grams in health, welfare, housing, transportation, energy,
environmental protection, and local governmental as-
sistance that are consistent with dominant trends. These
policy doma'ns should not use allocational strategies for
federal efforts that attempt to counter larger social and
economic transformations or to maintain specific local or
regional advantages that are slowly being eroded in the
course of metropolitan and regional development. None-
theless, the federal government should be fey sensitive to
the fact that even though certain large-scale transforma-
tions bode well for the nation, they do imply serious transi-
tional distress for some local

Accordingly, the federal government should continue
to assist !oddities in providing basic services' to local
r'sidents. Meeting the collective needs of citizens wherever
they live will continue to require close federal-local
cooperation. The federal government should refrain
wherever possible from assigning new responsibilities to
localities unless they also provide the resources that
localities need to meet those obligations. This intergovern-
mental relationship...recognizes both the well developed
capacity of the federal tax system to collect and disperse
revenues efficiently and the developing capacity of locali-
ties to provide the necessary services in the most efficient
manner. Although much place-oriented federal assistance
to localities is ill advised to the extent that it is expended to
reverse the largely inevitable shrinkage of larger and older
Lommunities, some short-term federal transitional assis-
tance to localities is justified to assist them'in meeting the
expanding range of their responsibilities. As localities ex-
perience difficulty in funding basic,services or in meeting
the financial obligations incurred through federal orders
and mandates, the principle of federal adjustment assis-
tance to localities should be inviolate.

Improved access to jobs Involves helping people relo-
cate to take advantage of economic opportunities in other
places, as well as retraining them to take advantage of
economic opportunity in their own communities. Enhanc-
ing the mobility of Americans to enable them to relocate to
areas where economic opportunity exists should receive
greater attention Accordingly, a people-to-jobs strategy
should be crafted with priority over, but in concert with,
the jobs-to-people strategfy that serves as a major theme in
current federal urban policy. Greater emphasis on develop-
ing a policy of assisted migration would help under-

, employed and dvfplUed workers who wish to migrate to 106
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locations of long-term economic growth. This option is
especially necessary for residents of severely chyressed,
older industrial cities facing relatively permanent contrac-
tion of their economic and population bases.

States should be encouraged and aided in their efforts to The State
assist local governments, as well as their individual and Government
corporate residents, to adjust to changing social and eco- Role
nomic circumstances. The nation's cities are national

\assets that will continue to perform vital, although chang-
ing, functions for the United States. Although transform-
ing socially and economically, cities remain the legal
creations of the states. In past decades, many subnational
governments have improved substantially their capacities
to implement gnomic, community, and manpower devel-
opment pollens. Intergovernmental relationships in the
coming decade should preserve the spirit of the federal-
local government ties without undermining the emergence
of state governments as Imy urban policy partners.

Localities should be encouraged to reexamine their munici- The Local
pal service packages and their funding and delivery Government
arrangements. Much local fiscal distress can be traced to Role
an inability to adjust public service infrastructures to
changing population size and composition. Municipal ser-
vice arrangements should either expand in growing com-
munities or contract in shrinking communities in ways that
give localities the flexibility to adjust to future 'changes.
Growing localitieJ should be encouraged to consider
carefully the breadth of functions and depth of respon-
sibilities that they wish to assume, thereby avoiding a
ritualistic 'imitation of those local governments that
assumed their responsibilities in an earlier historical era.
Greater reliance on private sector delivery of public ser-
vices and the transfer of fiscal/administrative responsi-
bility for selected functions to other levels of government
should be carefully considered.

The patterns of relationships between s, counties,loca le Implementing
states, and the federal government have gr n increasingly Federal Urban
complex. Responsibilities for funding and administration Policy:
have become hopelessly intergovernmentalized. The unfor- Partners and
tunate and inescapable consequence of our broader, bigger, Partnerships
and deeper federal aid system is intergovernmental over-
load. This report endorses the general recommendations
made by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations aimed at the decongestion of the federal system.' 107



The federal role in urban policy should allow for the
sorting out of roles and respobsibilities among levels of
government and between the b lie and private sectors.
Once those. reassignments are made, policy and program
activity should seek to abide by ands to maintain -those
assignments. In addition to seeking to reintroduce distinc-
tions between federal and subnational resix nsibilities,
efforts should proceed to decide and hat conditions and
to what extent state and local bud s should become depen-
dent on federal revenues.

Any pond's I targeted at the nation's communities
should engage the federal government as a policy partner
with other levels of government and with the private sector
to assist peopk (primarily), places, business, a d political
jurisdictions (secondarily) to cope with changing circum-
stances. The resulting policy division of labor sho d con-
tinue to emphasize the decentralization of federal power and
the assignment to each partner of the tasks that it can best
undertake.

The federal level of government is relatively efficient at
enunciating broad policy goals and raising revenues for
distribution to subnational levels of government whichrk
turn, can best define specific program features. Over time
many subnational governments have expanded their capac-
ities to initiate and to implement localized community and
economic development efforts without complex federal con-
trols. Local general purpose governments shout 4 continue
to be the principal policy implementers at the locatievel, and r-
policy instruments that encourage local initiative consistent
with national purpose should be emphasized. Despite prob-
lems associated with granting wider discretion to local
governments, on balance accepting local judgments is wiser
than implementing federal policies that are relatively unable
to be articulated with local circumstances.

The federal government should retain responsibility for
ensuring that local initiatives, while reflecting local cir-
cumstances, are consistent with national goalspart:cularly
in the area of civil rights. The nation needs to develop ways
of accomplishing this valid purpose without requiring dupli-
cation of the federal government's organizational complex-
ity at the local level. The pub is sector should endeavor to
enhance and encourage priva or vitality and, where
necessary, to alleviate its undesirable consequences without
hampering that vitality.

Although place-oriented federal urban and rural
development policies and programs eventually should be
reduced in significance in taw of more people-oriented na-
tional economic and social liblicies, during the transition
between emphases, the former should become more coor-
dinated and coherent, with greater emphasis on policy con-
sistency than on level of program funding. While housing, 108



transportation, and urban economic, community, and
manpower development programs marshal relatively
meager resources in efforts to ameliorate the impacts of
unfolding demographic and economic trends, their potency
can be enhanced through better organization and con-
:mlidation. General fiscal and monetary policies, transfer
payments to.indivitluals, and development assistance to the
public and private sectors have their collective impact
diluted by indefinite lines of responsibility,- divergent
delivery systems, and program procedures (including idio-
syncratic funding cycles, planning requirements, and
eligibility criteria) that often differ and even conflict. Con-
sequently, the efforts ,pf subnational governments and the
decisions of private sector actors are unnecessarily
hampered by gaps, overlaps, and r' 'fling goals at the
federal level.
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